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This dissertation aims at presenting an elaborate appraisal of Iqbal’s 
socio-political view of the contemporary societies. Iqbal has soared high in his 
philosophical views, the roots of which go so deep that it is very difficult to 
assess everything in the present study. However, I have made a humble effort to 
explain and analyse Iqbal’s socio- political theories in simple and lucid manner, 
emphasizing Iqbal’s main points of view. After a careful study, I found myself 
almost in full agreement with his views, which are based on certain everlasting 
realities. With a view to help readers understand Iqbal’s socio-political views 
fully, a good number of verses of Iqbal with English translations have been 
provided wherever necessary. 
In the preparation of this dissertation I have taken into account most of 
the works of Iqbal available in prose and poetry. I have also tried to utilize a 
few philosophical and poetic works from which he had drawn inspiration. 
Though the social aspects of Iqbal’s works have been the main concern of this 
study, most works of Iqbal and treatises on Iqbal have been consulted along 
with some of the contributions of oriental and occidental thinkers who are 
supposed to have influence the poet to a greater extent. 
The study is comprised of four chapters:  
Chapter-I, “Iqbal and Existent social order”, is an analytical study of his 
views about the contemporary societies. In this chapter various social issues of 
Eastern & Western societies are discussed from Iqbal’s point of view. The 
contents of the chapter clearly show, what prompted Iqbal to criticize the 
present world social order? 
Chapter-II, “The Socio-Political Philosophy of Iqbal”, is based on the ideals 
and philosophy of the poet about various themes like Nationalism, Democracy, 
Socialism, Capitalism, etc. The critical analysis is followed to see the relevance 
of thought in the existing social world. 
Chapter –III, “Iqbal as a Political Activist”, is a descriptive content of his 
Political career. This chapter contain some facts about his role in framing the 
certain policies for the freedom of his people . The chapter also contains some 
speeches which made him a controversial figure in some parts of the sub-
continent. 
Chapter- IV, “Summing up of the selected poems of Zarb-i-kaleem”, in this 
chapter various selected poems from his book Zarb-i-Kaleem are described with 
their relevance to the present socio-political scenario. The poems are written in 
original text with translations into English, to make these more comprehensive 











r Sir Muhammad Iqbal (1877- 1938) was a great poet-
philosopher of the East, a writer who elicited great excitement 
and controversy during his life time and subsequently. He became an 
impassioned voice of the hopes of the Indian Muslims as they began to 
pull themselves out of the spiritual and political despair that had followed 
the collapse of the Mughal Empire in the mid-nineteenth century. 
Through his writings and speeches, he has outright challenged the 
existing socio-political order of the age. He was deeply and intimately 
concerned with the contemporary social problems. The poet urged and 
advised to launch a war against the worn-out socio-political systems of 
his own time. As a keen observer, he closely studied the varied problems 
that confronted the present society. He was holding modern social system 
responsible for global social problems. It is very important to know 
whether Iqbal’s views make relevance to the contemporary world or not. 
Having minutely observed and examined the various socio-political, 
economic and religious conditions of the world, Iqbal had formed a firm 
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view that salvation of mankind lay in the synthesis of Eastern and 
Western cultures, Iqbal wanted to have a reasoned faith by wedding 
intellect to love.  
  While going through poetical works and other writings of Iqbal, we 
notice that he had a deep awareness of the social problems faced by 
individuals. Though many books have been written on other aspects of 
Iqbal’s thought, like khudi, a proper attention has not been paid towards 
this significant area of thought. In this regard, the present study attempts 
to analyse those social issues which have influenced Iqbal’s thought and 
feelings. 
Iqbal’s main interests in the life were poetical, intellectual, social and 
cultural. Although Iqbal took a keen interest in the political activities of 
the country in the last decade of his life, he was not as successful in 
politics as in creative works. He had a different idea about politics. He 
hated a narrow outlook and prejudiced attitude in politics. Dr. M.D. 
Taseer points out “To Iqbal politics was absolutely uncongenial, and on 
different occasions, he was severe critic of the policies of the congress, 
the Muslim Conference and Muslim League.”1  
                                           
1
  Sinha, Dr.Sachidanand, Iqbal—The poet and His Message, Allahabad: Ram Narayan Lal, 1946,   
p. 20 
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Iqbal’s poetry and other literary works touched social evils like 
other great poets of the world whether Shakespeare of the West or Rumi 
of the East. He made use of his poetical skills and genius to uplift 
humanity and to uproot the various social evils from the society. It is true 
that he drank mainly at the fountain head of Islam and thought that the 
solution of the problems of humanity lay in adopting a polity akin to the 
teachings of Islam. It was, however, natural for him to be influenced by 
the religion in which he was born and by the culture of the society in 
which he moved. Moreover, his acceptance of the basic principles of 
Islam: that ‘sovereignty of one God and equality of all men’: does not 
come into conflict with the essence of other religions. It may, however, 
be admitted that his writings are imbued with high sense of Humanism, 
advocating brotherhood and tolerance. He was genuinely concerned with 
social evils that acted as a cancer at the roots of Indian society as well as 
Muslim socities of the world.  
Regarding social institutions of his contemporary period, Iqbal was 
a great critic of the existing social order of the society.  He was critical of 
his own society as he was of the Western social order. He attacked the 
modern norms of the Eastern culture and civilisation with the same 
severity of force as the perverted and borrowed culture and civilisation 
from the West. Socrates called himself the hothead of Athens; Iqbal may 
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be called the hothead of India or the Muslim world. Being a profound 
scholar of Islam, a sincere Muslim and a deeply religious man, Iqbal was 
disappointed with the religiosity of the East, which had degenerated into 
external observance of rituals and a worship of letter without spirit. 
Addressing the spirit of Islam, Iqbal exclaimed: 
 زنما  و ہزور و نیا بر
 
ق و حج  
 یہ  س قیا ب ہے تو قیا ب نہیں ہے2  
Prayer, fast, sacrifice, and pilgrimage, 
All these are there, but you are nowhere 
 
Iqbal was in search of an ideal social order based on the Prophet’s 
conception of Islam. To him, every Muslim who is striving to make 
himself a perfect or unique individual is, in another way, also helping to 
establish the Islamic kingdom of God on earth. The kingdom of God on 
earth means the representation of more or less unique individuals, 
presided over by the most unique individual possible on this earth.
3
 
Iqbal wanted to establish a model democratic republican society with no 
monarch, no capitalists, no landlordism and no priests. He gave emphasis 
on a republican form of society because he believed that the republican 
                                           
2
  Iqbal, Muhammad, Bal-i-Jabriel, New Delhi: Atiqad Publishing House, 1976. 
3
  Nicholson. Introduction to the secrets of the self, Lahore: Iqbal Academy Pakistan, 1987. 
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form of government was not only thoroughly consistent with the spirit of 
Islam, but had also become a necessity in view of the new forces that had 
emerged in the world of Islam.
4
 Iqbal was amazed and also irritated to see 
that the evils of monarchism, priesthood, landlordism, capitalism and 
nationalism had set in the social order of Islam. In Javaid Nama, Iqbal 
has expressed dissatisfaction over the present gloomy side of the Muslim 
community through the mouth of Jamaluddin-Din-Afghani. Afghani 
complains how the conduct of the Muslims does not confirm with the 
teachings of the Quran. The Quran makes no distinction between high 
and low, master and slave and black and white. It gives no sanction to the 
lust for power. Today Muslims do not mould their individual and 
collective existence in accordance with the guidance of the Quran with 
the result they are losers in both material and spiritual worlds. In the past, 
they had destroyed the despotic order of Caesar of Rome and Chosroes of 
Persia, the two biggest empires of their times, but, today they have 
themselves become the upholders of monarchy and patrons of un-islamic 
state-craft. A community that had been raised up for propagating the 
message of Tauhid (sovereignty of God) and to promote a feeling of 
human brotherhood in the world had itself indulged in the controversy of 
caste and creed. The spirit and strength of conviction has departed from 
                                           
4
  Iqbal, Muhammad. The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam. Lahore: Institute of Islamic 
Culture, 2003. 
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the heart of this community, and it has lost faith even in the universality 
of Islamic message. As a result of that it has developed a leaning towards 
nationalism and imperlism which is antithetical to Islam. Today, Turks, 
Arabs and Persians are intoxicated with and fallen into the trap of the 
European culture and civilisation. On the other hand, communism had 
taken away the lustre of religion by declaring that ‘religion is the opium 
of masses”, and spoiled the unity and dignity of the community by laying 
the foundation of the society on equality of stomach, rather than on the 
principle of equality of spirit or soul.
5
  
Iqbal was also a great critic of priesthood or mullaism because it 
has no religious sanction in the body of polity of Islam. In Islam, the 
greatness of a man is not measured by his taking birth in a particular 
family or tribe or race or nation, but by virtue of his good actions and 
spiritual elevation. According to the Quran, the division of mankind into 
races, nations and tribes is for the purpose of identification only. 
Therefore, Iqbal was against those who posed themselves as professional 
mullas and peers, or spiritual guides. He vehemently opposed mullaism 
according to which it is a matter of hereditary right to give privilege to 
certain castes over others in various social processes. He wanted a free 
and full development of all aspects of human life for which society must 
                                           
5
  Iqbal, Muhammad, Javaid Nama, Lahore: Iqbal Academy Pakistan, 1984. P. 74 
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be moulded and guided by men of God who do not follow religion merely 
as a profession, but in the spirit of dedication. 
Iqbal was neither critical of any social order merely because it was 
old and alien, nor was he an upholder of a social system, simply because 
it was new and indigenous. He had studied and compared the existing 
social order of the East and the West, and had come to the conclusion that 
the salvation of mankind lay in the synthesis of the two cultures: 
غر  کیر  ی ز ار ںبیا   زسا تحیا  
 تئناکا  زار   عشق  ار    ںقیاشر 
 عشق زا کی ر  یزددگرسشنا  حق  
  رکاسساا محکم کی ر  یز زا عشق
6
 
In the West, intellect is the source of life, 
In the East, love is the basis of life. 
Through love intellect becomes acquainted with reality, 
And intellect gives stability to the work of Love. 
Arise, and lay the foundation of a new world 
By wedding intellect to love. 
 
  In a letter to Dr. Nicholson, Iqbal wrote: “All men, and not 
Muslims alone, are meant for the Kingdom of God on Earth, provided, 
they say good-bye to their idols of race and nationality, and treat one 
                                           
6
 Iqbal, Muhammad, Javaid Nama. Iqbal Academy Pakistan: Lahore, 1984. 
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another with equal respect and dignity. The salvation of man lies in 
absolute equality and freedom of all.”7Against the consequences of 
racism, nationalism, discrimination and exploitation, Iqbal had sought to 
establish the community of mankind, not on geographical grounds but on 
the belief in one God, and consequently, in the nation of human 
brotherhood as a practical working idea. Iqbal believed that such an idea 
alone can act as a great force and break down the division of mankind 
into militant camps. From the secular, social and political points of view, 
Iqbal interpreted the Islamic society as a social order open to all who 
would not worship the ideas of race, colour and Nation, but would 
recognise one another’s personality as sacred.8  Thus, according to Iqbal, 
Islam has a universal social order that can accommodate all the people of 
different, castes, races and nations into a common right to equality. 
In order to arrive at any definite conclusion concerning the problem 
as to whether the existing social order of Islam is in conformity with the 
principles of Islam, or is inconsistent with the original spirit of Islam, one 
will have to take into account, two basic propositions underlying the 
Muslim socio- political organisation, as explained by Iqbal. Firstly, in 
Islam, the law of God is absolutely supreme. Authority, except as an 
                                           
7
  S.A Vahid. Thoughts and Reflections of Iqbal, Lahore: Iqbal Academy Pakistan, 1992. 
8
  K.G.  Saiyidain, Iqbal’s Educational Philosophy, Lahore: Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, 1977. 
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interpreter of the law, has no place in the social structure of Islam. Islam 
is against any personal authority and regards it as inimical to the 
unfoldment of human individuality. Secondly, in Islam, there is absolute 
equality of all the members of the community. There is no aristocracy in 
Islam. According to the Prophet of Islam, “The noblest are those who fear 
God most”. There is no privileged class, no priesthood. This principle of 
equality of all believers made early Muslims the greatest power in the 
world. Islam worked as a levelling force. It gave the individual a sense of 
his inward power and elevated those who were socially low. The 
elevation of the down-trodden was the chief secret of the Muslim political 
power in India.
9
 According to Iqbal, the religious representatives of the 
present period have divided the Muslim community into sects and 
schools, ever arguing and criticising one another and dividing into castes 
and sub castes. According to him, today the Muslims are suffering from 
dual caste system: the religious sectarianism and social caste system, 
which they have either learned or inherited from the Hindus. This is one 
of the silent ways in which the conquered nations or peoples revenge 
themselves on their conquerors. Iqbal has strongly condemned this 
religious and social sectarianism. In his various writings and speeches, he 
stressed that Muslims should come forward and contribute their shares to 
                                           
9
  S.A Vahid, Thoughts and Reflections of Iqbal. Lahore: Iqbal Academy Pakistan, 1992,  pp. 52-54 
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the cause of great unity in community. According to him, all the idols of 
class distinctions and religious sectarianism should be smashed forever. 
He advocated muslims of India should be united into one community 
under the banner of Islam and present best socio-political order to inspire 
others. But according to Iqbal, how can the present Muslims, in the 
presence of violent internal differences and disputes, be expected to 
influence and succeed in persuading others to their way of thinking? Iqbal 
had admitted the truth that the task of liberating humanity from 
superstition is the ultimate goal of an ideal Islamic social order, for the 
realisation of which, the Muslims have done so little in this great land of 
myth and superstition, and it will ever remain undone if the emancipators 
themselves are becoming gradually enchained in the very shackles from 
which it is their mission to set others free.
10
 Iqbal’s relevance to the 
present age could be assessed through a careful study of his thoughts and 
ideas related to the present socio-political scenario of the world. A careful 
study of modern age revealed to Iqbal that the post-renaissance 
civilisation of the West was fatally biased and one sided. The time when 
the movement of revival of learning passed into the hands of the modern 
West, it was one of the critical junctures of human history. According to 
Iqbal, it was a secular and materialistic West, which subjugated the 
                                           
10
  Ibid, pp. 54-55 
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decadent East. Consistent with the logic of history, it imposed its world 
view on the subjugated people’s media, through education and above all, 
through the psychological advantage derived from the usual tendency of a 
subject race to agree blindly in all that comes from the dominant race. On 
the mental plane, the East fell without much resistance than it had put up 
on the political and economic levels. Within the span of about a century, 
western materialism became and continues to be the dominant world view 
of the East. Iqbal says with anguish that, like other oriental communities, 
his community had also accepted materialism as the way of life. He 
expressed his anguish against such practices by the people of East 
through his writings and speeches. Such pronouncements as these are not 
to be misconstructed as the manifestation of sectarianism on the part of 
Iqbal. This view was expressed by Iqbal’s first English translator, Prof. 
R.A Nickelson, who wrote that Iqbal’s message was addressed to 
Muslims only. Iqbal wrote to him that his message was meant for the 
whole mankind in order to revolutionise the world against the exploitative 
ideologies of West. Iqbal had a firm belief that by virtue of the Islamic 
system there was universal peace and prosperity for the whole mankind. 
This highly significant message was communicated by Iqbal to his age 
mostly through the medium of poetry. As a poet, he developed a dynamic 
aesthetic in consonance with his dynamic philosophy. In his early 
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writings he wrote about conventional subjects in a conventional style but 
by 1905, he developed his own aesthetic while critically examining the 
bases of the decadent aesthetic that everyone seemed to accept 
unquestioningly. His son, Javaid Iqbal, quotes him as saying: 
In 1905 when I went to England I had realized that the literature of 
the East, in spite of its apparent interest and attraction, seized a zest and 
passion for life, the spirit which inculcates his courage and desire for 
action. In 1908 when I returned from England I was convinced that 
Western literature was in no wise
11
.  
And to redeem his theory, Iqbal produced a poetry which is 
unparalleled in its beauty, its power, its irresistible appeal and in its 
capacity to move man to glorious actions. Some Western critics exhibit 
negative attitude towards Iqbal, typical example is that of Wilfred 
Cantwell Smith. His general critical tone can be found in the following 
quote, “Iqbal is so contradictory and unsystematic that it is difficult to 
access him. He is the Sufi that attacked Sufism, and perhaps the liberal 
who attacked liberalism. The historical consequence of his impact seems 
on the whole to have served to weaken liberalism among Indian Muslims 
and to help replace it with an illiberal nationalistic’ and apologetic 
                                           
11
  Iqbal Javaid, Zindah Rood, Lahore: Ghulam Ali publishers, 1979, vol-II, p.202. 
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dogmatism”.12 Smith’s assessment of Iqbal’s impact has a great weight in 
it although it cannot be accepted in its totality because Iqbal’s influence 
has not strengthened liberalism only but encouraged radically liberal 
thinking among Muslim intelligentsia also. His observation that Iqbal is 
unsystematic and contradictory is, however, untenable. Could Smith 
comprehend the system of Iqbal’s thought most of the contradictions 
would have been resolved. Iqbal was committed to liberalism which has 
very little in common with the materialistic and unbridled liberalism 
known to Smith. As regards Iqbal’s critique of Sufism, he discarded its 
conviction of escapism because being advocate of dynamic self he 
believed in continuous struggle against exploitation and social evils. 
In May 1936, Iqbal published the Zarb-i-Kaleem “The Rod of Moses”, a 
poetic collection exclusively devoted to topical, political and social 
themes. It was sub titled I’lan-i-Jang Dawr-i-hadir-ke-khilaf (Declaration 
of War Against Present Epoch). The book was written by Iqbal to 
highlight the various socio-political conditions of the Contemporary 
period. The havoc that the West had already caused in the East and its 
immoral diplomacy in the contemporary world made a profound 
impression on Iqbal. The policy of gaining new colonies and markets was 
the main cause of fight among Western countries which caused huge 
                                           
12
  Smith cantwell, Islam in modern History, New Delhi: Mentor books, 1957, p.69. 
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disturbances in the whole world. The exploitation of Eastern nations by 
the colonial West was the recurrent theme of Iqbal’s poetry in the 
‘thirties. In 1934, he drew attention to the exploitative aspects of 
European civilisation in the following verses: 
دچر یگرد متےا ر  یمتےا 
در  ی صلحا ںآ درکا می یںا نہاد
13
 
One nation feeds on another, 
One nation sows the grain and another harvests it. 
 
In the poem ‘Abyssinia’ (in Zarb-i-Kaleem), Iqbal prophesised that 
European nations’ struggle over new markets and new groupings in the 
world will unleash World War II. On learning of the economic sanctions 
invoked against Italy by the League of Nations, Iqbal wrote a poem 
“Mussolini” in which he indicated that parliamentary democracies of the 
West and Fascism have a common aim, namely, to suck the blood of the 
people of Asia and Africa. According to Iqbal, England, France, Holland 
and Belgium had extorted great wealth from their colonies.  The Italian 
dictator was merely following their traditions. Mussolini was even better 
than these colonial powers because he declared his goals openly and did 
not conceal them under the guise of moral principles like democracy and 
                                           
13
  Iqbal Muhammad, Pass-Chi-Bayad Kard Ay Aqwam-i-Sharq, New Delhi: Atiqad Publishers, 1975. 
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civilisations. As international tensions grew worse, Iqbal saw the clouds 
of a Second World War looming on the horizon. Italy and Germany had 
set out on a feverish armament race. In Asia, Iqbal noted that Japan’s 
design to capture Manchuria would bring her nearer the border of the 
Soviet Union which became the main cause of her intervention in China. 
He saw that imperialist states were busy manufacturing arms to spill 
blood everywhere in the world. Iqbal condemned each outrage committed 
by them. 
Iqbal also criticised the conquest of Syria, Iraq, Palestine and 
Arabia by the British under the treaty of Sevres
14
. Under this treaty the 
British had promised the Arabs that after eliminating Turkish rule, Arab 
lands would be modernised. By liberating Arabia from the Turkish rule, 
the colonialist British wanted to establish her own hegemony in the area. 
Iqbal strongly objected to the creation of Israel. The British wanted 
to establish a Jewish state in Palestine because the Jews had lived there 
during the course of history. On that analogy, Iqbal pointed out that the 
Arabs had an equally good claim to Spain, since their ancestors had ruled 
there for several centuries. Iqbal clearly saw that the aim of the Jewish 
state will be to divide the Arabs. Iqbal expresses his idea over such a 
scenario as: 
                                           
14
   Treaty was signed in 20 August 1920. 
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خا  ہے ہ  لسطین   ک یہو ید  کا حق  گرا  
نیہہسپا  پر    کا بعر ہلا  ںکیو نہیں   حق  
 ہے مقصدروا کچھ  کا س یلگ
 
ن
ا  کیتملو  
15
کا طب ر و شہد  ا  ب کا نجرا
 
ب   نہیں قصہ  
If the Jews have a right to the land of Palestine, 
Why have not Arabs a right to Spain? 
The aim of British Imperialism is not what it seems. 
It is not a question of oranges, honey or dates. 
 
Iqbal knew that Imperialists adopted different methods with 
different classes and men in order to break their resistance and bend their 
opinions to serve Imperlist goals. In his belief, Islam was the only 
guarantee against social abuse and a protection against bondage. 
The Imperialists knew that Islam was their principal opponent. In 
the poem “Iblis Ka Farmaan Apnay Siyasi Farzandon Kay Nam” 
(Injunction of the devil to his political offspring), the devil advises the 
leaders of colonial countries that they should eliminate Islam from the 
lands that they wish to subdue, banish the love of Muhammad from the 
hearts of his followers and inculcate in them respect for European values. 
 
                                           
15
 Iqbal Muhammad, Zarb-i-Kaleem. Sh. Mubarak Ali Book sellers: Lahore, 1936. 
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 ہو فاقہ  کشکہ سے تمو ا
 
برڈ نہیں  ذار  
  حورؐمحمد
 
 ود  لنکا  سے  نبد  کے  سا  
 فکرتتخیلا  نگئر
 
ق کے ےد کو بعر  
ود  لنکا  سے  یمن  و  زحجا      کو   مسلاا
16
 
The man who famine-racked still fears death 
Muhammad’s spirit from his breast expels! 
With Frankish daydreams fill Arabia’s brain 
Islam from Yemen and Hejaz expel! 
 
In another poem entitled “Iblees ki Majlis-e-Shura” (The 
Parliament of Satan) written in 1936, Iqbal expresses scathing criticism of 
the major socio-political and economic systems offered by the West. The 
poem’s immediate historical context is extremely important. It was 
written after the World War I and the Russian Revolution. The poem is 
organised in form a discussion between Satan and his advisors. While 
Satan boasts of his accomplishments, his advisors remind him of various 
threats to his system. Satan refutes all their claims about the troubles one 
by one but then speculates about the possibility of one final threat and 
that is the resurgence of Islam. In the process of this discussion, Iqbal 
brings up all the major challenges: mostly Western systems: that, 
                                           
16
 Ibid.p.148, Eng trans, by V. Kiernan, 1958. Poems from Iqbal. 
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according to Iqbal, lead to the bankruptcy of world socio-political order. 
The poem starts with a self- congratulatory statement by the devil: 
میں کھلاد     نےبا  کا کیتملو کو نگئر
 
ق ا  ب      تو نے میںڑںفسو کا کلیسا  ور  ید و مسجد ا  
     کا ر  یتقد سبق ا بسکھلا کو ںورادا
 
ب نے میں            ںجنو کا ئراد  یہماسر ا بد کو منعم نے میں۱
آ کی سا ہے سکتاکر نکو             دسر کو ںازسو تش                                                     
ںورد زسو کا بلیسا ہو میں ںموہنگا کے جس
17
    
I showed the European’s the dream of kingship 
I broke the spell of the church and the mosque 
I taught the poor the lesson of fate 
I gave the rich the madness of the capitalism 
Who can dowse this raging fire? 
That blazes with the vigour of Iblees. 
 
In his last public message broadcast as “New Year’s Message” 
from the Lahore Radio Station on 1 January 1938, Iqbal surveyed the 
contemporary world, diagnosed its ills and prescribed a remedy. “The 
Modern Age”, he said, “justly prides itself on its vast knowledge and 
scientific progress.” In this age while Time and Space are being 
annihilated, he noted with regret that “the tyranny of Imperialism still 
struts abroad; covering its face under the masks of Democracy, 
Nationalism, Communism, Fascism and heaven knows what else besides. 
                                           
17
 Iqbal, Muhammad, Armugan-e-Hejaz. Islamic book Foundation: New Delhi, 2006. 
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Under these masks, in every corner of the earth, the spirit of freedom and 
the dignity of men are being trampled underfoot in a way to which not 
even the darkest period of human History presents a parallel.”18 
Looking back on the year 1937, he saw that in Abyssinia or 
Palestine, Spain or China, the same misery prevailed in every corner of 
man’s earthly home, and hundreds of thousands of men were being 
butchered mercilessly. Though people of Spain, belonged to one race, one 
religion, one nation and spoke the same language, were cutting one 
another’s throats and destroying their culture and civilisation by their own 
hands owing to difference in their economic creed. This one event 
showed that national unity was not a durable force.
19
 
Iqbal is here invoking two extreme problems in Islamic society due 
to which there have been so many disturbances in the existent social 
order. These two problems are: 
Over intellectualisation of faith at the hands of Muslim 
philosophers and the ritualisation of Islam caused by the mystics. Both 
these aspects of Islam had taken away the dynamism of Islam and 
replaced it with a detached pedantry and superstitious rituals. 
                                           
18
  Vahid, S.A, Thoughts and Reflections of Iqbal, Lahore: Iqbal Academy Pakistan, 1964,  pp.374-75. 
19
  Ibid, p.373. 
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Iqbal was a keen observer of the world affairs and its social orders. 
During his stay in Europe, from 1905 to 1908, he had fully realised how 
his countrymen and his own community were leading a miserable life in 
comparison with the people of the West.  Soon after his return from 
Europe in 1908, he seriously thought over the problems of the 
downtrodden humanity, in general, and the Muslim community, in 
particular. It caused him pain to find out that the Muslim community all 
over the world lagged too much behind in the march of nations of the 
West not only economically or politically, or scientifically, but also 
under-developed, intellectually unproductive, politically not united, and 
economically not sound and morally no better. Moreover, he observed 
that poverty, pugnacity, passivity, laziness, suspiciousness, and 
disorganisation had crept deep everywhere in their individual as well as 
social life. The religion in which they used to believe, as a key to all their 
worldly and heavenly well being, had merely remained a history of the 
past. They had loosened their faith in the religion, and its vital spirit had 
taken refuge in ritualism, fanaticism and fatalism. Above all, they had lost 
their cultural roots and its fruits, and had become so demoralised and 
overwhelmed by the miraculous progress of the West that they no longer 
had any faith in their cultural norms and values, and even lost the 
awareness of them. According to Iqbal, Muslims were so lagging because 
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their thinking power had blocked due to blind imitation of the Western 
Cultures. According to him, people had begun to cherish alien ideas and 
ideals, and even started to relish imported fashions. It was at this juncture 
that Iqbal gave a clarion call to arouse and awaken the Muslims and the 
downtrodden people, all over the world, from their deep slumber and self 
oblivion.  He therefore infused in them a new philosophy of life which 
ultimately brought about a renaissance in the Muslim world and in most 
of the Afro-Asian nations under the dominance or influence of the 
Western colonial powers. Thus it can be safely said that Iqbal’s interest in 
a fresh interpretation of Islam, in the light of the recent development in 
the Various domains of human knowledge, was primarily meant for a 
social and cultural progress and not for the sake of his academic interest 
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Man and Society 
 Society is an association of individuals; not a mere assemblage of 
individuals but an organic whole. In an organic body, the part and the 
whole cannot exist apart from one another. Similarly, the individual and 
society can’t remain separate from each other. In other words, man, as a 
social being, cannot exist apart from society. Society is a must for the 
proper growth and development of human personality. It is only in a 
society that man can achieve self-realization. It wasn’t an exaggeration to 
say that by subordinating man to its social structure, society makes him 
free. When man associates himself with the society, he finds his 
individuality widened in its past history, past tradition and future 
achievements. The individual reflects in himself the diversity of society 
and the diversity of society embodies its unity in the individual.
1
 
 Iqbal sees the individual and his community as the reflections of 
each other. He has recognized the relative importance of the individual 
and society in his two Persian works Asrar-i-Khudi (The Secrets of Self) 
and Ramuz-i-Bekhudi (The Mysteries of Selflessness). The former deals 
with the philosophy of individuality or Ego and is intended to guide the 
individual, whereas, the latter deals with the philosophy of society and is 
meant to guide the individual in relation to his society. In Ramuz-i-
                                           
1
  R.A. Nicholson, The Secrets of Self, Lahore: Iqbal Academy Pakistan, 1974. 
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Bekhudi, Iqbal has discussed the nature of mutual relationship between 
the individual and the cultural life of the community or society. It is the 
society wherein man lives, moves and has his being. In other words, from 
the cradle to the grave, man depends on society. Alone, man is weak and 
powerless; his energies are scattered and his aims narrow, diffused and 
indefinite. According to Iqbal, “it is the active and living membership of 
vital community that confers on him a sense of power and makes him 
conscious of great collective purposes which deepen and widen the scope 
for the growth of his individual self”.2 Explaining the mutual relationship 
between the individual and the community, Iqbal says: 
 در
 
ف ئمقا بطر سے 
ت
ل
مّنہیں کچھ تنہا ہے  
نہیں کچھ ا یرد نوبیر روا میں ا یرد ہے جمو
3
 
The individual exists in relation to the community; 
Alone, he is nothing; 
As the wave exists in the ocean, outside the ocean, it is nothing. 
 
 Iqbal’s socio-political thoughts flow out of his religious bent of 
mind. But, upon careful scrutiny, it becomes clear that the deplorable 
social conditions of Muslims prompted him to embark upon the crusade 
of awakening them. To do that, he had to look into the historical and 
                                           
2
  Saiyidain K.G, Iqbal’s educational philosophy, Lahore: Shaikh Muhammad Ashraf, 1965.  
3
  Iqbal Muhammad, Bang-i-Dara, New Delhi: Atiqad Publishers, 1975. 
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intellectual causes of what depressed them. While dealing with the latter 
in a causal relationship to the former, he diagnoses the pathology at the 
level of ideas, which once remedied would take the Indian Muslims out 
of depression. He privileges modern dynamism over the traditional ‘fixity 
or staticness’. For Iqbal, the impetus came inductively from the society to 
which he gave his answers. Thus, the ever-recurring theme of decline of 
the Muslims constitutes the major element of his political worldview.  
Nationalism and Iqbal 
 Iqbal’s thought on the issue of nationalism has ranged from his 
flexible view of nationalism to a critically hard one, especially when it 
came to European experience of nationalism. In his views “the idea of 
nationality is certainly a healthy factor in the growth of communities. But 
it is apt to be exaggerated, and when exaggerated it has a tendency to kill 
the broad human elements in art and literature.”4 Iqbal propounded the 
idea of religious nationalism. He seems fully cognizant of the 
antagonistic relationship between Islam and the idea of modern secular 
nationalism. The idea of ‘Islamic nationalism’ is, philosophically 
speaking, quite paradoxical. Islam does not recognize (as Iqbal says) the 
differences of race and geography because of its universality. 
Nationalism, on the other hand, is a product of ‘particular’ circumstances 
                                           
4
  Iqbal Muhammad, Stray Reflections, Lahore: Iqbal academy Pakistan, 2006, p. 86. 
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of modern European history and undercuts the foundation of 
universalism. 
  During the initial period of Iqbal’s life, he was so much actuated by 
his hatred of the British imperlism that he could not give a serious 
consideration to the practical implications of the theory of nationalism. 
Besides, he had yet to develop his own philosophy of life which he could 
use as a criterion of judgment between right and wrong. Iqbal’s writings 
of this period include, among other writings, three main patriotic poems: 
“Tarana-i-Hindi” (The Indian Anthem), “Hindustani Bachon Ka Qaumi 
Geet” (The National Song of the Indian children) and “Naya Shiwala” 
(The New Temple). These poems are innocent expressions of the natural 
patriotic feeling of an Indian and do not reflect his faith in nationalism as 
a philosophy of life. In these three poems, Iqbal urges upon his 
countrymen to forget their differences of caste and creed and work 




مذھنار بیر میں س پ ا
ت
یکھات نہیں  بہ  
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 ہیں یہندارا بہ ںستاوہند ہے طنو ،ہم
5
 
Religion does not preach mutual hatred; 
We are all Indians and India is our motherland. 
 
In “Naya Shiwala”, the poet, addressing a Brahmin, declares that the 
motherland itself is the new temple: 
اد
 
خ تو ہے سمجھا میں ںتورمو کی پتھر ہے  





Your god is latent in the images of stone 
My god is every particle of my motherland’s dust. 
 
 All these poems were written before 1905. In 1905, Iqbal went to 
Europe for higher studies and this proved a turning point in his career in 
more than one way. He looked into the European socio-political 
conditions very carefully and found that materialism, imperlism, and 
nationalism were destroying the vitals of Europe and leading it to a 
suicidal warfare. The holocaust of 1914-18 had started casting its 
shadows for those who possessed a discerning eye and, there is no doubt 
about the fact that Iqbal was one of them: 
 ِرا  یدکاد بستی کی اد
 
خ لواو ہنےر کے بمغر نہیں ںہے  
                                           
5
  Iqbal Muhammad, Bang-i- Dara, New Delhi: Atiqad Publishers, 1975. 
6
  Ibid.,p.88 
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جسے اکھرِِ  رز با ہو ہو ہےر سمجھ تمگاہو رعیا کم     










O Westerners, God’s World is not shopping center, 
What you hold to be genuine and true will turn out false and 
counterfeit. 
Your culture will stab itself to death; 
Unstable is the nest built on precarious twig. 
 
 This was the time when Iqbal began to develop his own philosophy 
of life by rediscovering the validity of the principles of Islam for his age. 
After studying Iqbal’s post-1905 literary and poetic works, it is revealed 
that he rejects nationalism on three main grounds: 
1) It makes man earth bound and closes on him the doors of spiritual 
evolution. Man is neither a mere animal nor is the satisfaction of 
carnal desires his ultimate destiny. His noble spirit is meant for 
higher things than merely licking the dust of the earth. A 
philosophy which binds man to a particular piece of land acts like 
a clog on his spiritual progress. 
2) It is antagonistic to the broader humanitarian ideal which Islam 
sets before man. It divides mankind on grounds of race, colour, 
                                           
7
  Ibid.,p.141 
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language and nationality. This naturally gives rise to unhealthy 
rivalry between various nationalities struggling for superiority. To 
justify a nation’s endeavors for its superiority it gives birth to 
misleading and inhuman philosophies like Hitler’s Fascism which 
was based on the superiority of the Aryan race to all other races 
and justified the genocide of the Jews on this ground. 
3) Nationalism gives rise to a competition among nations to a belief 
that a powerful nation has the right to subjugate or even to 
annihilate a weak nation. Aristotle wrote in the Politics (Book 1) 
that nature had created the barbarians (The Non Greeks) to serve 
as slaves and to wage war for the enslavement of such races is, 
therefore, justified. In their glorious days the Jews also believed 
that any crime was justified if the victim was a Gentile. Hitler 
echoes these sentiments in his book, My Struggle. ‘Germany 
above all’ is the essence of his thought, and Germans have this 
honour because they belong to the Aryan race. Likewise, the 
British Imperlists considered the non-white races as ‘the White 
man’s burden’. 
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 The narrowing of outlook to which nationalism inevitably leads has 
an adverse effect on all aspects of human thought and action. In the 
Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, Iqbal writes: that 
“the growth of territorial nationalism with its emphasis 
on what is called national characteristics has tended 
rather to kill the broad human element in the art and 
literature of Europe”.8 
 
 Thus it becomes clear that according to Iqbal, nationalism is the 
cause of rivalry between nations, it is a means of subjugating weaker 
nations by powerful ones. Iqbal once again where he denounces 





ی ناو میں ں ار
 
 بہے طنو سے  س  
 جو ہنپیر سا ہو ہے کا  بہمذہے کفن کا
9
 
Among these innovative idols, the idol of nation is prominant, 
The fundamentals of which shrouds the religion. 
 
Iqbal’s view on Democracy 
Democracy is a political ideal according to which the sovereignty of a 
state, or a government should be in the hands of its people. Perhaps, this 
is why democracy as a political system was defined by a great democrat, 
                                           
8
   Iqbal, Muhammad, The Reconstruction of Religious thought in Islam, Lahore: Institute of Islamic 
Culture, 2003. 
9
   Iqbal Muhammad, Bal-i-jibril, Aligarh: Educational Book House, 1975. 
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Abraham Lincoln، in these words: "Democracy is a government of the 
people, for the people and by the people." Since the term ‘demokratia’ 
was coined in the 5th century B.C; until about a century ago, democracy 
was used as a political concept. In the 19
th
 century, Charles Tocqueville 
(1805-1859), a French political historian, was first struck by the social 
aspect of American democracy, and thus he spoke of a ‘social 
democracy’ in his celebrated work De la Democratie en Amerique (1838-
1840). He predicted that in the modern democracy his ideal of liberty 
would be sacrificed in the interests of equality.
10
  
 The expression ‘social democracy’ usually points to the 
democratization of society itself and is expressed by its manners and 
customs and particularly by the belief in what Bryce called “equality of 
estimation”, that is, equal treatment and equal respect for everyone. Later 
on, Marxism popularized the expression ‘economic democracy’ by 
emphasizing the economic equality of individuals in a socialist society. 
While James Webb’s work on ‘Industrial Democracy’ (1897) has given 
currency to the label, ‘Industrial Democracy’, Iqbal in his attempt to 
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  Harver. Ready reference Encyclopedia: New York, 1969, p.552. 
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reconstruct the religious thought in Islam, has given currency to a new 
term known as ‘spiritual democracy’.11 
 Iqbal has insisted at several places in his works that democracy and 
equality are the true Islamic systems. Iqbal rejected the divine right of 
kings to rule. He did so taking the examples of the English kings and 
negating the Persian Islamic concept of zill-i-Ilahi in which the emperor 
is seen as the ‘shadow of God’. 
 Iqbal did not compare monarchy with other forms of government 
such as aristocracy, timocracy, oligarchy, democracy and anarchy. It is 
our own reading of Iqbal: by transcending his terminology and by 
intuitively knowing his ethos: that we find Iqbal’s favorite type of 
government was neither monarchy nor democracy, but platonic 
timocracy. By timocracy, Plato meant the rule of the brave who are 
marked neither by supreme knowledge (as in case of philosopher king) 
nor by adhering to the original principles (as in case of aristocrats) but 
those who are marked and moved by valour and honour, as distinct from 
those below such as the oligarchs who are moved by personal interests 
and profit, and distinct from the democrats, who are moved by hedonism. 
                                           
11
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 Iqbal was critical of the democratic organizations of the West only 
because it had used individuals as means to an end not as end in 
themselves. This aspect of the Western democracy did not appeal him. 
According to Iqbal, democracy fails to develop a right type of leadership 
and becomes a repressive influence arresting the growth of personality 
and freedom of individual. It is not better than a blind numerical counting 
of human heads, and consequently, political wisdom and justice are apt to 
become mere functions of a numerical majority. To him, the chief flaw of 
democracy is that it counts rather than weighs people. Inspired by a 
statement of Stendhal (1783-1842), a French novelist, Iqbal wrote:       
ِ  یا کو زار سا شفا کیا نے نگیر
 
ف دمر  
کہ چند ر بہِِ سےا ا
 
یادِِ تےکر نہیں لاکھو  
 ِ زطر کا 
ت  یرجمہوہے 
ت
محکو جس میںِِِِِِِِِِِِ  





A wise man of the West has exposed this secret, 
Even though every wise man does not usually do so. 
Democracy is a form of Government in which 
Men are merely counted and not weighed. 
 
 Like Iqbal, several social thinkers of the East and the West were 
critical of democracy. For instance, Plato’s famous work The Republic is 
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too much critical of democracy. For Plato, a democracy that could accuse 
a man like Socrates of ruining public morals and of being an enemy of 
mankind, and force him to drink the cup of hemlock, could not be 
commended anyway. Similarly, according to German thinker, Nietzsche, 
democracy is a conspiracy of the masses and slave peoples, so that they 
may rule over the intellectuals and rare higher minds of the society. It is a 
way of life which prevents the growth of higher minds. Nietzsche was 
opposed to democracy, because, for him, it is a way of suppressing free 
men of higher type.  Laws and morals in a democracy are based on the 
idea of human equality. According to him, religions like Christianity, 
which have encouraged the growth of the base and weak minded peoples, 
have been responsible for spreading this false notion that all men are 
equal. It is a manifest delusion to which facts of history lend no support. 
Evolution tends to the creation of men of a higher type who think 
differently from their contemporaries, whereas, religions and laws based 
on the idea of equality consider such persons to be a public menace and 
seek, in every possible way, to destroy them. Life has never made any 
progress by masses, but by the higher type of men. According to 
Nietzsche,  if life had depended on the opinion of the masses, man would 
have remained lower than the lowest animals. Even in those political 
organizations which are apparently organized democratically, important 
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decisions are made really by a few powerful individuals, while others 
follow them like sheep.  
Iqbal, too, condemned democracy of the present era and exposed 
all its demerits at a time when the British imperialism and Western ideas 
were dominating like a magic spell all over the Eastern nations. However, 
Iqbal’s criticism was not against democracy itself, but against its demerits 
only. As a matter of fact, Iqbal had a great love for democracy, but his 
notion of democracy was guided by the Muslim democracy and so it was 
somewhat different from the modern democracy of the West. In an essay 
“Sir Muhammad Iqbal and Fredric Nietzsche”, Subash Kashyap has 
highly observed: 
Iqbal’s kingdom of God on earth means the democracy of more or 
less the most unique individuals possible. The rule of one wise man is 
better than that of an assembly of masses…. This superior man with his 
moral and intellectual forces is the most suitable person to guide the 
human society. The possibility of such development in a single individual 
is much more than in many. The decision of a group of people represents 
that of the average intellect
13
. 
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  Kashyap S, Sir Muhammad Iqbal and Fredric Nietzsche, London: Islamic Quarterly, vol. 2, 1955, 
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In the Reconstruction, Iqbal concludes his essay “The Principle of 
Movement in the Structure of Islam” by saying: “Let the Muslims of 
today appreciate his position, reconstruct his social life in the light of 
ultimate principles, and evolve, out of the hitherto partially revealed 
purpose of Islam, that spiritual democracy which is the ultimate aim of 
Islam’14. In 1917, Iqbal discusses democracy with some ambivalence: 
“Democracy has a tendency to foster the spirit of legality. This is not in 
itself bad; but unfortunately it tends to displace the purely moral 
standpoint, and makes the illegal and wrong identical in meaning.”15 
In the following verses Iqbal sums up his views on democracy: 
 تومنظا یرجمہو کا بمغر نہیں یکھاد کیا نے  









Haven’t you observed the Western democratic system; 
Apparently useful, but in reality tyrannical even than 
Changez. 
 
 The above verse surely reveals how critical Iqbal was against such a 
system of governance. According to him, this form of rule will always 
undercut the chances of developing a qualitative character among 
Muslims. Iqbal gradually grew quite cynical and critical of all the modern 
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  Iqbal, Muhammad, The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, Lahore: Institute of Islamic 
Culture, 2003.  
15
  Iqbal. Muhammad, stray reflections, Lahore: Iqbal academy Pakistan, 2006. 
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ideologies including democracy. Just three months before his death, he 
remarked: 
 But in spite of all these developments, the tyranny of Imperialism 
struts abroad, covering its face under the masks of democracy, 
nationalism, communism, Fascism and heaven knows what else besides. 
Under these masks, in every corner of the earth, the spirit of freedom and 
the dignity of man are being trampled underfoot in a way to which not 
even the darkest period of human history presents a parallel. The so 
called statesmen to whom government and leadership of men was 
entrusted have proved demons of bloodshed, tyranny and oppression…. 
national unity too is not very durable force. Only one unity is dependable, 
and that unity is brotherhood of man, which is above race, nationality, 
colour, or language. So long as this so called democracy, this accursed 
nationalism and this degraded Imperialism are not shattered, so long as 
men do not demonstrate by their actions that they believe that the whole 
world is the family of God, so long as distinction of race, colour and 
geographical nationalities are not wiped out completely, they will never 
be able to lead a happy and contended life……16 
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  New year’s message broadcast from all India radio, Lahore station January 1, 1938: 
Reconstruction of Muslim political thought, pp. 230-232 
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 Because the Western democracies, in Iqbal’s views, have lent 
themselves to Imperialism, they cannot form a good role model for the 
Muslim world. Their casual relationship with secularism, nationalism and 
the institution of the nation-state has made them bereft of any 
universality, yet these structural units of modernity parade as universal.   
 Giving relevance to Iqbal’s thought in the contemporary period, it is 
apparent that the West itself is not too fond of democracy anymore; given 
the sweeping forthcoming demographic change inside the West. The 
white population of the West, which is not reproducing much, may 
become minorities in their own countries within a generation or two. If 
that happens under the democratic setup, democracy may allow power to 
be hijacked to non-whites or people of non-western origin. Therefore, the 
western cognitive elite is ambivalent about democracy even within the 
West, and outside the West, their track record of supporting dictatorships 
in the Muslim world is crystal clear. While criticizing the connections of 
Western Imperialism and its relationship with democracy, he believed 
that the imperial ambitions of the various nations of Europe indicate that 
the Westerners are tired of democracy. The reaction against Democracy 
in England and France was a very significant phenomenon. Even at the 
same time as the English and the French reaction Iqbal is talking about 
the interwar period after which both experienced democratic governance 
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for many years, Iqbal’s view is almost prophetic in light of the incipient 
fear of democracy that has developed in the West because of the changes 
mentioned above. Criticizing the pluralism in the modern Western states, 
Iqbal said: 
It characterized state as multi-national, 
And thus covered its trickery under this naïve phrase. 
One can hardly move about freely in its environment, 
No door can be opened by its keys. 
It said to the bird in cages’ sorrow stricken bird, 
Build thy nest in the house of the hunter; 
He who builds his nest in meadows and gardens 




 As mentioned above, it seems apparent to us through the ethos of 
Iqbal that his notions of democracy, like nationalism, was merely an 
instrument of awakening Muslim masses and mobilize them for the sake 
of collective action. This is not a cardinal principle of Iqbal’s world view. 
Iqbal’s views on socialism and capitalism 
 Iqbal did not have a positive view of the modern economy that was 
implanted by the Europeans in India as in the rest of the world. About the 
capitalist world economy, he said: 
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 The people of Asia are bound to rise against the acquisitive 
economy which the West has developed and imposed on the nations of 
the East. Asia cannot comprehend modern Western capitalism with its 
undisciplined individualism… both Muslims and non Muslims have yet 
to discover the infinite value of the legal literature of Islam and its 
significance for a capitalistic World whose ethical standards have long 
abdicated from the control of man’s economic conduct.18 
 Discussing the role of Jews in European economy in Zarb-i-kaleem, 
he says:        





ف عیش یہ 







یِسے یںھود کے ںمشینو  





Great luxury, government and Trade 
Prevail in the countries of West 
Their hearts are quite devoid of light, 
Their breasts are blank of case and rest. 
 
 However, many poetical works of Iqbal testify to his sincere 
interest in the movement and the principle of socialism. He was attracted 
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   Presidential address delivered at the annual session of All India Muslim conference, Lahore. 
march 21,1932  
19
   Iqbal Muhammad, Zarb-i-Kaleem, Lahore:  Iqbal Academy Pakistan, 1996. 
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to socialism by the thought of unity and equality of mankind. But, as 
Iqbal was opposed to a materialistic view of the world, he did not believe 
in the materialistic interpretation of modern socialism of the West; rather, 
he was sympathetic to the spiritual socialism akin to Islam. However, his 
interest in the socialist movement of Bolshevik Russia was immense, 
because he regarded it as a storm that swept away all the foul airs in the 
atmosphere. He was, perhaps, the first Urdu poet of Asia to greet the 
victory of the Great October Socialist Revolution in Russia. When the 
Soviet power was installed in Russia, Iqbal wrote an Urdu poem under 
the caption: Sarmaya wa mihnat (Capital and Labour). In this poem he 
exhorted the working people of the East and the West, with the dawn of a 
new social order, to follow the Soviet revolution and cut off the chains of 
capitalism. He says: 
A new sun has arisen from the womb of the Earth, 
How long will you mourn over the fallen stars? 
It is in the nature of man to break up all his chains; 
How long will eye of Adam shed tears over his expulsion 
from paradise? 
Spring season says to the gardener, who is well versed in 
the art of gardening, 
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 Thus, Iqbal gave a clarion call to the workers of the world to get a 
lesson from the Great October Revolution of 1917 of the Soviet Russia. 
Iqbal’s sympathy for the socialist revolution might have been due to his 
utter dislike for social injustice and economic exploitation of mankind. 
Khalifa Abdul Hakim in his book Islam and communism has explained 
the factors which might have determined Iqbal’s attitude towards 
socialism: 
 The laissez-faire capitalism of the industrial West had pulverized 
humanity into hostile national groups, and within every nation, too, there 
was class war because the classes of haves and have-nots were at 
loggerheads. His own country was predominantly an agricultural country 
where no industrial proletariat had developed but the conflict of the 
landlord and the tenant was becoming an acute socio-economic problem. 
The usurious money lender was even more callous than the landlord…the 
ownership of land was rapidly passing into the hands of money-lending 
owners who did nothing to improve the soil or the condition of the tiller. 
Iqbal would welcome a revolution in which all the exploiters are swept 
away.
21
 The revolution of Iqbal’s choice was, however, not along the 
lines of communistic socialism with its ideal of absolute equality, 
expressed in the maxim: from each according to his capacity, to each 
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according to his needs. His concept of  socialism wasn’t concerned with 
the mechanical equality of all members of society, but rather potential 
equality in the sense of the maxim of saint Simon’s followers whose ideal 
was: from each according to his capacity, to each according to his merit. 
Over and above, Iqbal believed in the spiritual socialism identical with 
Islam. 
 In his letter to K.G. Saiyidain, Iqbal himself wrote that Islam was in 
itself a kind of socialism, from which the Muslim society has derived 
very little benefit so far.
22
 
 To Iqbal, the economic basis of socialism was identical with the 
teaching of the Quran. He believed that Islam and socialism had the same 
aim: to safeguard the sustenance of all people. He called for a society 
which would rest on a foundation of social justice. He also contended that 
the social system of Islam, with all its potentialities, has sufficient 
provision for ensuring social justice. So once he desired: “If I were made 
the ruler of a Muslim state, I would first make it a socialist state.”23 
 Iqbal believed that the best solution for the economic ills of all 
human communities has been put forward by Islam in the Quran. There is 
no doubt that when the power of capitalism exceeds the limits of the 
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golden mean, it becomes a curse for mankind. But, to save mankind from 
its harmful effects, the remedy is not the elimination of this factor from 
the economic system, as communism has suggested. On the contrary, the 
Quran has devised a system comprising the laws of inheritance, Zakat, 
Hajj, etc to keep its power within proper limits. Human nature being what 
it is, that is the most practicable solution. Russian Bolshevism is a strong 
reaction against the short-sighted and self-centered capitalism. The fact is 
that the capitalism of the West and Russian Bolshevism both represent 
two extremes. Islam does not all together abolish the element of 
capitalism from the economic system. Having a deeper insight into 
human nature, Islam preserves it and gives us an economic dispensation 
in implementing of which this element cannot transgress its proper 
confines. 
 While in England, as an Indian delegate to attend the second Round 
Table Conference in 1931, Iqbal visited Cambridge on the invitation of 
the International Muslim Association. Addressing the association, Iqbal 
expressed the view that the First Great World War of 1914 was the 
consequence of the mistakes committed by the European thinkers in 
separating Church and State, and the void, thus, created was filled up by 
atheistic materialism. He attributed the emergence of Bolshevism to this 
dichotomy of religion and state and advised young men to eschew 
materialism. Iqbal also took note of the fact that the adherents of 
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Bolshevism were everywhere opposed to the spiritualistic view of life and 
regarded religion as the opium of the people. Further, he commented that 
it was Karl Marx who had first used the word ‘opium’ in this context and 
added that Islam does not bifurcate the unity of man into an irreconcilable 
duality of spirit and matter. In Islam, God and the universe, spirit and 
matter, church and state are organic to each other…the religious ideal of 
Islam, therefore, is organically related to the social order which it has 




 Along with his condemnation of Socialism as a materialistic and 
atheistic social order, Iqbal had a great respect for the founder of 
scientific socialist, Karl Marx. He addressed Marx as the prophet and 
founder of a new social order founded on the equality of all peoples, and 
in his ‘Das Capital’ Iqbal saw a kind of religious book in which are 
contained the principles of a new and just social order. Iqbal says: 
صلیب بے مسیح ںپ تجلی بے کلیم ںپ 
بکتا دراد بغل رد لیکنو پیغمبر نیست 
He the Moses without divine manifestation, 
He the Christ without cross, 
Whereas not the messenger, but has book in his 
bossom. 
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 But, for being, materialistic and antagonistic to the facts, of 
existence of God Iqbal criticized Marx for being narrow in his outlook as: 
میں ںبوکتا یر
ت
بار شاش  یم م ےا پ ہے کیا ہی ِر
 
خ  
 ِطخطو یشنما کی راد کج و ر
 
 بمر ، یشنما کی راد خم  
O’ wise economist, the books you write 
Are devoid of useful aim 
They have twisted lines with orders strange 
No warmth for labour, though they claim. 
 
 For Iqbal, the Islamic social order, as envisaged in the Quran is 
comprehensive, perfect and dynamic enough to be able to serve mankind 
for all times and in all climes. There is little in common between Iqbal’s 
spiritual socialism and the material socialism of the communistic stance. 
The only thing Iqbal shared with the Communist’s doctrine of socialism 
is its outright condemnation of laissez-faire capitalism. He, however, 
advocates the golden mean of Islam which maintains the necessary 
balance between capitalism and socialism. The dialect that is 
contemplated in his system of thought is the dialect of love rather than of 
hate and strife. On the one hand, this dialectical process enables man to 
assimilate the world of matter with a view to conquer it and on the other 
hand, it provides the human individual with a scope for progress to the 
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Iqbal as a Politician 
Iqbal’s political philosophy is embedded in Islamic ideas and 
thoughts with his view upon other subjects. It is, therefore, necessary 
while examining his political ideas to see how far they are Islamic and to 
what extent they have been stimulated by modern political thoughts, if 
any.  Iqbal knew perfectly well that by plunging into politics he was 
sacrificing himself, and yet he did not show the slightest hesitation in 
taking the plunge when he thought it was necessary. By this attachment, 
Iqbal made a notable contribution to the cause of political revival in the 
sub-continent. 
Up to 1905 Iqbal worked on the staff of the Oriental College and 
the Government College, Lahore, and thus he had no time to indulge in 
political activities. From 1905 to 1908 he was abroad for his studies. 
Meanwhile during this, period the Muslim League was formed in 1906 
and soon after this the Rt.  Mr. Amir Ali formed in England, a committee, 
mainly to educate the British politicians and public about conditions 
prevalent in the sub-continent. Iqbal was the member of this committee. 
But, in May 1908 a regular branch of the Muslim League was formed in 
London with Rt.  Mr. Amir Ali as the president and Iqbal was elected a 
 




member of the committee of this branch.
1
 Iqbal returned home in August 
1908. There was already a Muslim League in the Punjab even before the 
constitution of the All- India Muslim League in 1906, but provincial 
league was reconstituted in that year and affiliated to the all India League. 
Mr. Shah Din, who later became Chief Judge of the Punjab Chief Court, 
was elected the president of the Punjab Muslim League, Mian 
Muhammad Shafi (later Sir Muhammad Shafi) was elected the secretary 
and Mirza Jalaludin became the Assistant Secretary. Iqbal took an active 
interest in the work of the League. He used to argue for hours with Hakim 
Ajmal Khan of Delhi who was pro-Congress in political matters. This 
shows clearly that on fundamental issues facing the Muslims of the Indo-
Pakistan sub-continent Iqbal’s ideas were already formed by 1910. He 
had realized the dangers which the Muslims of the sub-continent were 
faced with. From the very beginning; he was concerned with the love of 
his country then ruled by an imperialist power and protection of the rights 
of his people. As a politician he was a realist. He never lost sight of the 
goal of freedom for the country. He could not allow sentiments to 
override the interests of his people. In 1919, the annual session of the 
Muslim League was held in Amritsar. The League committee had elected 
Iqbal as the chairman of the public relations committee, but he did not 
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accept this, as he had already arranged to go to Delhi to meet his friend 
Akbar Allahabadi about this time. Eventually he did attend the League 
sessions in Amritsar, but not as the chairman of that committee. Thus, it 
becomes clear that between 1910 and 1923, Iqbal actually took no active 
part in politics. During this period, he was busy in creating political 
consciousness and awakening amongst his people. In 1919, he wrote to 
his friend Sir Krishna Prasad that he preferred not to attend any political 





In 1920, Iqbal was appointed or elected a member of the Punjab 
Khilafat committee, but he decided to resign from this committee. It must 
be noted here that when Maulana Muhammad Ali visited Lahore and 
wanted to start a non-cooperation movement in the Islamiya College, 
Lahore, and Iqbal opposed him. Thus, it becomes clear that Iqbal was 
from the very beginning not much in favour of the methods adopted by 
the followers of the Khilafat Movement. 
From 1923 onwards, he was deeply interested in politics. In 1924, 
he joined the National Liberal League of Lahore, but finding this 
institution not very effective he resigned from it later on. About this time 
he was associated with Mr. C.Y. Chintamani’s National Conference held 
in Bombay, but he resigned there too  when he found out that this 
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conference was being  held not with any positive objects, but mainly to 
oppose the Swaraja Party. He stood for elections to the Legislative 
Council in 1926 from Lahore. Iqbal was opposed by Malik Muhammad 
Din who got defeat by 3000 votes, and on 23
 
November 1926, he became 
a member of the Punjab Provincial parliament. After the elections of 
1926, the president of the Legislative Council was to be appointed, and 
many thought that Iqbal was the best person for this post but Iqbal 
himself put it down. 
Iqbal took a keen interest in the work of the Council and made 
important contributions to its deliberations. He spoke frequently on the 
budgets of the province and other subjects discussed in the Council. 
References to some of his contributions to the deliberations of the council 
are given below:  
1. On 23 February 1928 he made an interesting speech on land 
revenue. He maintained that charging of land revenue on the theory 
of state-ownership of land was wrong in principle, and in this 
connection said: “if a man happens to be a land owner, big or small 
does not matter, he has to pay land revenue. But if a man earns 
 




from sources other than land less than two thousand rupees a year 
shouldn’t be liable to tax at all”.3  
2. In the Nili Bar colony the Government had decided to sell three 
and a quarter lakh-acres of land to big land owners. Iqbal proposed 
that half of this land should be reserved for peasants. 
3. Considering that many authors were attacking religious leaders in 
their books, Iqbal proposed that it may be suggested to the 
Governor General in the council that a law should be enacted to 
stop people from making scurrilous attacks on religious leaders. A 
law was accordingly passed in 1927.
4
 
4. On 5 March 1927 speaking on the 1927-28 budgets, he wanted 
more expenditure on village sanitation and medical aid to women, 
and reduction in Taxes, especially land revenue.
5
 
In 1930, Iqbal was invited to preside over the annual session of the 
All India Muslim League held at Allahabad. On this occasion, he pointed 
out a solution for the political deadlock in the Indian sub-continent. In his 
presidential address, Iqbal said, “I would like to see the Punjab, North 
West Frontier province, Sindh and Baluchistan amalgamated into a single 
state of self Government within the British Empire or without the British 
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Empire. The formation of a consolidated North-West Indian Muslim state 
appears to me to be the final destiny of the Muslims, at least of the North 
West India”.6 This statement led to the speculation by some of his critics 
as well as his admirers that he was the first man who gave the idea of 
Pakistan. But, it was not a new proposal put forward by Iqbal, rather it 
was a proposal which was put forward by All parties Conference 
convened at Delhi in 1928. The proposal was moved before a committee 
under the chairmanship of Late Pandit Moti Lal Nehru which was asked 
to submit a report known as the Nehru Report. The committee submitted 
its report which was accepted by the All Parties Convention held in 
Calcutta on December 22, 1928. The committee, however, rejected the 
proposal and stated that if carried out, it would give a very unwieldy 
state. “This is true, in so far as the area is concerned, but from the point of 
view of population, the state contemplated by the proposal, would have 
been much less than some of the present Indian states” Iqbal, further 
stated: “It will intensify Muslim’s sense of responsibility and deepen their 
patriotic feeling. Thus possessing full opportunity of development within 
the body of politics of India, the North-West Indian Muslims will prove 
the best defenders of India against a foreign invasion, be the invasion one 
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of ideas or of bayonets…..I therefore, demand the formation of a 
consolidated Muslim State in the best interests of India and Islam.”7 
According to Iqbal, in view of India’s infinite variety in climates, 
races, languages, creeds and social systems, the creation of autonomous 
state based on the unity of language, race, history, religion and identity of 
economic interests was the only possible way to secure a stable 
constitutional structure in India. The conception of federation underlay 
the Simon Report that had recommended the abolition of the Central 
Legislative Assembly (Parliament) as a popular assembly to make it an 
assembly of the representative of federal states.
8
 Besides, the Simon 
Commission had also recommended a redistribution of territory on the 
lines already suggested by Iqbal. Thus, what Iqbal wanted was the 
creation of autonomous states under a federal form of government within 
the body politics of India, in the best interests of India and Islam. He 
wanted the security and preservation of the history and culture of the 
Indian Muslims and other minorities of India within a federal form of the 
Indian constitution. Though Iqbal lived eight years more after his 1930’s 
All India Muslim League session, he never used the word, Pakistan, at 
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the session in course of his presidential address, nor he ever uttered the 
word, Pakistan in the rest of his life. 
The first Prime Minister of India, late Jawaharlal Nehru, wrote in 
his book Discovery of India, that the nationalism had a strong appeal to 
the Muslim mind in India and large number of Muslims had played a 
leading part in its struggle for freedom. Yet Indian Nationalism was 
dominated by the Hindus and had Hinduised look. So a conflict arose in 
the Muslim mind.
9
 Jawaharlal Nehru further stated: “This, I imagine, was 
the background out of which, in recent years, arose the cry for a division 
of India. There were many reasons, many contributory causes, errors and 
mistakes on every side, and specially the deliberate separatist policy of 
the British Government.”10  In his book Modern Indian political thought, 
Dr. V.P Verma, Professor and Head of the department of political science 
at Patna University, writes that Iqbal had proposed the formation of a 
consolidated Muslim state. As once he had said that “I would like to see 
the Punjab, the North West Frontier province, Sindh and Baluchistan 
amalgamated into a single state. The North-West Indian Muslims would 
thus possess the full opportunities of development within the body 
politics of India, and would be defenders of India against military and 
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ideological attacks. Thus Iqbal supported this demand for a Muslim India 
within India.” 11  According to Dr. P.S. Muhar, Iqbal did not want to 
surrender the unity of India by creating two independent states of India 
and Pakistan as was done later, in 1947. All that he wanted was that an 
autonomous Muslim state in North-West be brought into existence, so 
that Muslims could develop their culture and personality unhindered by 
the Hindu majority. 
Thus, from the writings of these great statesmen, political thinkers 
and scholars, it becomes evident that what Iqbal wanted was the 
formation of a consolidated Muslim state for the Muslims of the North-
West of India within a united and sovereign India where Muslims may 
develop and grow their culture, language, and religion, side by side with 
other communities of India. In this way he supported   unity in diversity. 
Iqbal firmly believed that India will have peace and prosperity only when 
the spirit of brotherhood and mutual love will be maintained in India by 
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ش بھی شکتیگتو بھی   ں ہ ت م  گ ں ک  
تیھرد   گ  کی ں کسیوا ب   
ت  یپر مکتی    ں ہ
12
 
Strength and peace both lay in the songs of the 
seers 
For, from love comes salvation to all earth’s living 
beings. 
 
Iqbal played a prominent role in other political activities of his 
Country especially after the submission of report by the Simon 
commission in the middle of 1930. There was so much agitation against 
its composition and modus operandi that, in October 1929, Lord Irwin 
had to announce that the British Government proposed to call a Round 
Table Conference in London to consider the question of future 
constitutional reforms in the country. The First Round table Conference 
commenced its work towards the end of 1930 and finished on 19 January 
1931. Iqbal was not invited to attend this conference. 
The Second Round Table conference started in September 1931, 
and finished on 1 December 1931. It was attended by Iqbal. Gandhi also 
attended this conference. At this conference two committees were 
appointed: the Minorities committee and the Federal committee. Iqbal 
served as a member of the minorities committee. But the members could 
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arrive at any solution of the communal problem. So the Indian delegates 
wrote a letter to the British Prime Minister requesting him to give an 
award.
13
 Gandhi supported this request by means of a separate letter. The 
Minorities Committee had four meetings in all, but without any success 
so far as unanimity amongst its members was concerned. 
On 21 March 1932, Iqbal presided at the All India Muslim 
Conference held at Lahore. As President of the conference he delivered a 
momentous address in the course of which he said, that 
 “The real parties to the present struggle in India are not 
England and India, but; the majority community and the 
minorities of India which can ill afford to accept the 
principle of Western democracy until it is properly 
modified to suit the actual conditions of life in India.”14 
 
In the course of the address, he also said that “politics has its roots 
in the spiritual life of man. It is my belief Islam is not a matter of private 
opinion. It is a society, or if you like, a civic church. It is because present 
day political ideals, as they appear to be shaping themselves in India, may 
affect its original structure and character that I find myself interested in 
politics. Iam opposed to nationalism as it is understood in Europe, not 
because, if it is allowed to develop in India, it is likely to bring less 
material gain to Muslims. Iam opposed to it because I see in it the germs 
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of atheistic materialism, which I look upon as the greatest danger to 
modern humanity. Patriotism is a perfectly natural virtue and has a place 
in the moral life of man. Yet that which really matters is a man’s faith, his 
culture, his historical tradition. These are the things which in my eyes are 
worth living for and dying for, and not the piece of the Earth with which 
the spirit of man happens to be temporarily associated. In view of the 
visible and invisible points of contact between the various communities 
of India I do believe in the possibility of constructing a harmonious 
whole, whose unity cannot be disturbed by the rich diversity which it 
must carry within its bossom. The problem of ancient Indian thought was 
how the one became many without sacrificing its oneness. Today this 
problem has come down from its ethical heights to the grosser plane of 
our political life, and we have to solve it in its reverse form, that is how 
the many can become one without sacrificing its plural character. In so 
far then as the fundamentals of our policy are concerned, I have got 
nothing fresh to offer. Regarding these I have already expressed my 
views in my address to the All India Muslim Leauge.”15 
The Third Round Table Conference was held in London from 17 
November 1932 to 24 December 1932, Iqbal was again a delegate to this 
Conference. Before leaving Lahore he said to pressmen, “I want to assure 
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the Muslim and Non Muslim country men that the Muslim delegation 
will spend all its energy in the service of Islam and India.”16 
After attending the Round Table conference he returned to Lahore 
in February 1933. In March 1933, the British Government published its 
proposals for reforms on the sub-continent in a white paper. Iqbal 
criticized these proposals in a statement issued on 20
th
 March 1933,“It is 
of course impossible for a document of this kind fully to satisfy all 
sections of people, especially in a country like India. Whether a 
community would be willing to give a trial to the proposed schemes, in 
spite of its unsatisfactory character, depends on a multiplicity of 
actualities which would have to be carefully examined. Muslims would 
be greatly disappointed by the proposed composition of the federal 
legislature.” 17  
Owing to his connections as well as due to their downtrodden 
condition, Iqbal always took great interest in the Muslims of Kashmir 
state. He was closely associated with the Anjuman of Kashmiri Muslims 
even during his student days in Lahore. In fact on his return from 
England, he became Secretary of this Anjuman and continued to hold this 
office for many years. The atrocities committed by the Government of 
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Jammu & Kashmir on the people, agitated the Muslims in Lahore so 
much that a special session of the All India Kashmir Muslim Conference 
was held in Lahore. At this conference, several resolutions were passed 
demanding justice from the Kashmir Government for their Muslim 
subjects. The resolution passed at the Conference seem to have led to a 
stiffening of the attitude of the Kashmir rulers resulting in mass arrests, 
firing on unarmed crowd and other brutalities. In order to provide legal 
assistance to the innocent people, a Kashmir Committee was formed in 
1931 under the presidentship of Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmud of Qadian. 
When the Committee was formed it was thought that it would work only 
for a short time, and so it was not thought necessary to draw up a formal 
constitution. As the case against arrested Muslims dragged on, the 
activities of the committee also prolonged, and therefore it was 
considered necessary to frame a constitution of the committee so as to 
formalize the whole procedure. Most of the Qadiani members of the 
committee thought that this was just a move to remove Mirza 
Bashiruddin Mahmud from the Presidentship of the committee. As a 
protest Mirza Mahmud resigned from the Presidentship, and Iqbal was 
elected president of the Committee. On 7 June 1933, Iqbal issued a 
statement on the disturbances in the state in which he said: “I hold no 
brief for any of the political parties in Kashmir. But the arrest of the 
 




leaders of the two parties and subsequent flogging of people, firing and 
lathi charges on women and children are likely to plunge Kashmir into 
the same conditions from which it was resumed by Col. Colvin’s 
policy.”18 
Meanwhile, in 1931, under the pressure of the Government of 
India, the Kashmir Government appointed a commission, with Sir 
Bertrand Glancy as its Chairman, known as the Glancy Commission to go 
into the grievances of the Muslims. This commission made some 
significant proposals, guaranteeing freedom of religion to all, removal of 
Government control over mosques, employment of more Muslims in the 
Education Department and so on. 
On 21 March 1932, the working committee of the Muslim 
Conference, with Iqbal presiding over it, passed a resolution criticizing 
the constitution of the Glancy Commission, and insisting on the release of 
Sheikh Muhammad Abdullah and Gowhar Rehman, the two Muslim 
leaders, so that they could put up the Muslim case before the 
Commission. 
Iqbal was working for the Muslims of Kashmir from the platforms 
of the Muslim Conference and Kashmir Committee. On 23 August 1933 
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he issued a statement welcoming the Kashmir Government’s decision to 
implement the Glancy Commission’s recommendations. 
Meanwhile Iqbal, who was elected President of the Kashmir 
committee, found that most of the members and workers of the committee 
were Qadianis and refused to work without Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmud. 
Dissatisfied with the intrigues going on, he resigned from the 
presidentship of the committee on 20 June 1933. In the letter of 
resignation he wrote, “At the same time I believe that Kashmiri Muslims 
need the help and guidance of Kashmir Committee in British India. If 
British Indian Muslims are anxious to help and guide their Kashmir 
brethren they are free to reconstitute Kashmir Committee in a mass 
meeting. In view of the present situation this is the only course that I can 
suggest.”19 
About this time some followers of Mirza Bashiruddin Mahmud met 
and formed another association known as ‘Tehrik-i-Kashmir’, to help the 
Muslims of Kashmir and offered the presidentship to Iqbal who declined 
it and wrote in reply: “In these circumstances I fail to understand how any 
Muslim can associate himself with a Tehrik which has revealed itself to 
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be the instrument of a specific propaganda even though it seeks to cover 
itself with a thin coating of non-sectarianism.
20
 
From 1931 to 1934 the Muslim League had suffered a great deal in 
public support. Mr. Jinnah was so disgusted that he had gone and settled 
in England in 1931. He was persuaded to return to the sub-continent in 
1934, As soon as he returned; he took up the work of revitalizing the 
League. Iqbal had also in his presidential address to the Muslim 
Conference expressed a hope that the Conference and the League and 
other Muslim organizations should be amalgamated.
21
 
In 1935, the Government of India Act was passed and so all 
political parties, including the League, got busy in connection with the 
preparations for the forthcoming elections. In its session, held at Bombay 
in 1936, the League had authorized Mr. Jinnah to form a Central 
Parliamentary Board. To carry out these directions of the League Mr. 
Jinnah went to Lahore and stayed there for four days. During this stay, he 
met Sir Fazli Husain who refused to cooperate with him. So Mr. Jinnah 
turned to Iqbal who undertook to organize and work for the Punjab 
Parliamentary Board. Iqbal called for a meeting of the Punjab League 
council on 30 May 1936 which re-elected him as President of the Punjab 
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Muslim league. These were very dismal days for the League and a very 
depressing time for the Quaid-i-Azam. In the Punjab, Sir Fazli Hussain 
and his unionist party were all powerful. In Bengal, Fazlul Haq had 
organized the Krishak Praja Party. In the United Provinces the Nawab 
Chatari and Nawabzada Liaquat Ali had organized the Nationalist 
Agricultural Party. In the Frontier, the Khan Brothers had agreed on a 
common cause with the congress. In Sindh and Bihar also some 
influential Muslims had refused to cooperate with the League. But in the 
midst of all this darkness there shone a flickering light in Lahore. And, 
this was Iqbal who stood steadfast by Jinnah in those trying days and 
helped him to charter the course of Indo-Muslim politics. 
Here, we must refer, in brief, to the Shahidganj Mosque of 
Lahore
22
 because Iqbal took great interest in guiding the Muslims in this 
connection. There was a mosque in Lahore, known as the Shahidganj 
Mosque, in the possession of the Sikhs which they wanted to demolish. 
The Muslims resented it, and they took legal action to stop the 
demolition, and to claim the recovery of the mosque. The Session Judge 
decided the case against the Muslims. Feeling frustrated and dissatisfied 
with the decision of the court, the Muslims started civil disobedience. 
There was firing as a result of which many died. At the suggestion of 
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Iqbal, the Muslims appealed against the orders of the Session Judge to the 
High court. Before the case was heard by the High Court the session of 
the Muslim League was held in Lucknow in October 1937 where a 
resolution was passed regarding the Shahidganj Mosque. At this session, 
Mr. Jinnah remarked that if a satisfactory solution of the Shahidganj 
Mosque was not found, a special session of the Muslim League would be 
called to consider the matter. 
On 26 January 1938, when the Shahidganj appeal was dismissed by 
the High court, Mr. Ghulam Rasul Khan went to see the Iqbal to ask his 
opinion about the future line of action. Iqbal replied: “If the All India 
Muslim League decides in favour of direct action in connection with the 
mosque then I will be the first to offer to lead it and even to give my 
life.”23 
While Iqbal was fighting on all fronts for the Muslims of the sub-
continent, he did not neglect the Muslims of the other countries. In 1931, 
he attended a meeting of the World Muslim Conference in Jerusalem. In a 
statement, at a meeting held in Lahore, Iqbal vehemently criticized the 
policy of the British Government in partitioning Palestine. He was always 
interested in the condition of the Muslims of Chinese Turkestan. On 16 
May 1930, he issued a statement in which he remarked: “The main 
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Endeavour of Islam as a religion has been to solve this very problem, 
(Ethnic War) and if modern Asia wishes to avoid the fate of Europe there 
is no other remedy but to assimilate the ideals of Islam and to think not in 
terms of race but in terms of mankind.”24 
In spite of his political activities, described above, there are writers 
who accuse Iqbal of inaction and describe him as not being a politician.
25
 
As we have seen, after 1920, the only movement from which he kept 
aloof was the Khilafat Movement, and he had reasons for doing so. He 
wrote to Quaid-i-Azam that for Islam and India he was ready to go to 
jail.
26
 He supported Jinnah in every way possible at a time when the 
prospects of the League looked gloomy. Single- handedly, with a small 
band of dauntless followers, he defied influential persons like Sir Fazli 
Hussain, Sir Sikander Hayat and Sir Khizr Hayat Tiwana. 
It is true that Iqbal did not take any serious interest in politics from 
1910 to 1923 and even refused to serve on the Khilafat committee. 
However, during this period, the tide of Muslim public opinion was 
moving with tremendous force in directions of which Iqbal did not 
approve, and so he stood aloof and contented himself with the creation of 
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political consciousness amongst his people. This he could do only by 
bringing about an intellectual and spiritual revolution.  
Apart from his political activities we must not forget the work that 
Iqbal did in the Anjuman Himayat-i-Islam of Lahore. He was the 
Secretary of the Anjuman from 1920 to 1929 and president from 1934 to 
1937. This body did not deal with politics, but was mainly responsible for 
creating a national consciousness among the Muslims of the Punjab by 
educational and social work. All Muslim national activities in the Punjab 
radiated from this great nucleus. 
Before concluding, lets us refer to a\question that has been raised 
by more than one writer. It has been asked if it was really Iqbal who first 
suggested the name of Pakistan. The question can be answered in one 
word ‘No’. Before Iqbal, there were many statesmen, politicians and 
writers who had thought that peace in the sub-continent could be better 
secured if the continent was divided into two or even more homogeneous 
units. The first man to suggest this was the English politician John Bright 
(1811-1889). Addressing the House of Commons on 24 June 1858, he 
suggested that in the sub-continent it would be more politic to have five 
presidencies independent to each other.
27
 In December 1883, W.S. Blunt 
suggested, in Calcutta, that in his view practically all the provinces of 
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Northern India should be placed under a Muslim Government and those 
of Southern India under a Hindu Government. 
Around 1907, two Turkish statesmen visited the sub-continent, and 
they were so depressed to read about Hindu-Muslim riots all over the 
subcontinent that, in the book they wrote, they suggested that the sub- 
continent should be sub-divided into Hindu India and Muslim India. In 
1913 Wilayat Ali, generally known as Bambooque, wrote in Comrade of 
Delhi (Vol. V, No. 18, pp381-82), that the way to solve Hindu Muslim 
problem in the sub continent was to segregate the Hindus and the 
Muslims. It appears that the plan of partition of the sub-continent was 
also mooted on the occasion of Stockholm Conference of the Socialist 
International in October 1917. 
In March and April 1920, Muhammad Abdul Qadir published an 
open letter to Mr. Gandhi, in the Zul-Qarnain of Badaun, advocating the 
division of the sub-continent between the Hindus and the Muslims. Mr. 
Qadir even mentioned the districts and their allotment. 
Towards the end of 1924 Lala Lajpat Rai wrote a\series of articles 
“From Ravi to Brahmaputra” on the Hindu-Muslim problem and 
advocated the partition of India into Muslim India and non Muslim India. 
There may be others also who thought of seeking a solution of Hindu-
 




Muslim problem on the lines of division so as to get more homogenous 
and compact states. the list given above shows that Iqbal was not the only 
person to suggest this. 
It is clear now that Iqbal was not only a great and efficient 
technician of political statesmanship, but his life represented a passionate 
endeavor to wed politics to spiritual values. An account of his political 
work reads like an epic of courage and heroism. Faced by paucity of 
funds and lack of workers, opposed by the whole Government machinery, 
he brought about political awakening amongst his people and prepared 
them for the crisis that was to follow soon. 
After the Pakistan Resolution was passed by the Muslim League in 
its Lahore sessions, on 24 March 1940, Mr. Jinnah said to Matlub 
Saiyyid, “Iqbal is no more amongst us, but had he been alive he would 
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Zarb-i-kaleem (The Stroke of the Rod of Moses) is a collection of 
Urdu poems with moralizing and polemical fluidity of expression. The 
book is sub-titled as “Declaration of War against the present epoch”. In 
this book the philosopher-poet reviewed and criticized different aspects 
of the modern life. In this work, Iqbal has outright rejected and 
challenged the existing socio-political norms and the modern way of 
living of the people of the East as well as the West, and has suggested 
ways and means of overcoming this predicament. 
The book consists of six chapters: 
1. Islam and Muslims: this chapter contains 67 poems reflecting on 
contemporary politics and society. 
2. Education and upbringing: this chapter contains 28 poems 
focusing on the ideals to be achieved through a desirable education. 
3. Woman: it is a brief chapter containing 9 poems, most of which 
stand accused of male chauvinism and eugenic ideas.  
4. Literature, Art: This chapter contains 43 poems concerning the true 
nature of poetry and the reforms of Islamic literature: 
5. Politics of the East and West: 35 poems in this chapter remain 
significant as Iqbal’s philosophical musings on the events that were 
 




going to lead the world, in about two years time to the most 
devastating World War II. 
6. Reflections of Mehrab Gul Afghan: these 20 poems are presented 
as the musings of fictitious character. Afghanistan is chosen as his 
abode apparently to signify strong natural instincts assimilated of 
new cultural forces. 
Zarb-i-kaleem is the last collection in Urdu that was published 
during Iqbal’s life time. Unlike other Urdu collections, this book is 
dedicated to Sir Hamid Ullah Khan, the Nawab of Bhopal. During his last 
illness Iqbal stayed for sometime in Bhopal’s Palace of Mirrors and also 
at the residence of Sir Denisen Ross Masood, Nawab of Bhopal and Lady 
Ross Masood were much concerned about the health of the celebrated 
poet. 
The theme of all the poems in the Zarb-i-kaleem is Ego or 
selfhood. The collection is of extreme importance for reference to 
contemporary events. The poetry of a philosopher poet, who is 
determined to inculcate the spirit of strife and struggle among human 
beings cannot be anything else than serious.  
 




Below I have selected some of the poems from Zarb-i-kaleem 
related to my theme of research which are analyzed with reference to the 
existing socio- political scenario of contemporary societies: 
بمغر و قمشر 
تقلید و میغلا ہے ب بس کا ضمر ںیہا 
 ِمنظا ہے ب بس کا ضمر ںہاو یرجمہوِ  
 یر ب  سے سا قمشر نہہےیر ب  سے سا بمغر نہ  
 میں ںجہا معایرنجور کی نظر و قلب ہے  
Slavery, slavishness, the root of our disease; 
Of theirs, that democracy holds all power; 
Sparing neither Easy nor West. 
Heart trouble or brain malady has oppressed 
man’s whole world, 
 
Iqbal took the East as well as the West in his stride and reacted as 
much to the imbecile mystery mongering of the East as the soul less 
materialism of the West.  Infact, he found both unmindful of the human 
predicament. Both appeared to him suffering from ‘maladies of heart and 
vision’; the East from slavish imitation, the West from an ailment in the 
form of the system called democracy. 
Yet he was neither sick of the East nor averse to the West. What 
mattered to him, however, was culmination of every night into a fresh 
Dawn: 
 




 سے بمغر نہ رابیز ہو سے قمشررذ
 
ح  کرِِِِِِِِِِکر سحر کو ب
 
ش ر  ہ کہ ہے ہرا
 
شا کا تفطر  
Neither turn your back on the East nor fear the West; 
‘Bring forth dawn from every dark night’, says Nature 
 
He duly admired western advances in science and technology to the 
extent to which it did not come into clash with other socio cultural milieu. 
He was particularly fascinated by the modern movements for the 
liberation of man from age-old idleness and depression but at the same 
time he was very much critical of the vested interests created by the new 
dispensation in the name of modernism. It is this light that his 
denunciation of ‘Western system of democracy becomes interlligible. He 
had reasons to suspect that this system was just variation of the old 
Caesarian tune of imperlistic domination:            
However, to Iqbal the form of government is a very important 
determining factor of human destiny and life.  He endorsed the 
democratic system on the ground that it gives the individual right to 
 




freedom and choice. A democratic rule has its impact on the scientific 
thought also as Iqbal said: 
“The growing spirit of individualism in politics is not without its 
influence on contemporary scientific thought. Modern thought 
regards the universe a democracy of living atoms.”
1
 
However, to Iqbal democracy is basically a methodology rather than an 
ideology. It is a way to ensure and confirm a certain ideology through 
common suffrage. He subjected democracy as a methodology to 
searching criticism. As practised in the West, this methodology is 
quantitative. It is no better than a blind and mechanical counting of heads. 
Political wisdom and justice are apt to become mere functions of a 
numerical majority. He expressed this fact in this verse: 
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شفا کیا نے نگیر
 
ف دمر کیا کو زار سا 
      تےکر نہیں لاکھو سےا ا
 
ناد کہ چند ر  ہ
میں جس کہ ہے 
ت
محکو زطر کا 
ت کیرجمہو 
 تےکر نہیں لاتو ہیں تےکر ا
 
گ کو ںوبند
A Western seer has exposed this secret even though 
wise men do not usually do so 
Democracy is a form of Government in which men are 
merely counted not weighed. 
 
Broadcasting on the occasion of New Year’s Day in 1938 Iqbal said: 
“Modern age prides itself on its progress in knowledge 
and its matchless scientific developments. No doubt, the 
pride is justified… but, in spite of all these developments, 
the tyranny of imperialism struts abroad, covering its face 
in the masks of democracy, Nationalism, communism, 
Fascism and heaven knows what else under besides.”2 
Iqbal criticized certain aspects of democracy not because He was 
against it but he was keen to reform the concept of democracy in such a 
way that it could purge humanity of all evils and establish a social order 
that would be nearer to the concept of the “Kingdom of God on Earth.” 
He saw the vision of the democracy in Islam. Islam shifts the basics of 
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the democracy from economic exploitation to a spiritual purification and 
better economical adjustment. 
Iqbal’s Views on Western Democracy 
  Iqbal having critically examined the concept of modern secular 
democracy as preached and practised by the West observed in Zarb-e-
Kalim: Democracy counts the heads and does not weigh the brain. His 
view in Payam-e-Mashriq is to remain aloof from Western democracy. 
According to him; the brain of two hundred asses cannot produce the 
brain of single person. Iqbal could not reconcile with Western democracy 
on the main ground that popularity is any yard stick, though without 
ability and wisdom a man can be popular. Iqbal gave this message to the 
West through his “Gulshan-e-Razz” wherein Satan was let loose through 
Western democracy which is a naked sword in the hand of the political 
factions. Iqbal heard the voice of imperialism in the flute of Western 
democracy (Khazir-e-Rah). In Bang-i-Dara (The Sound of the Caravan 
Bell), Iqbal castigated Western democracy and said that except 
imperialism there is nothing in it. In the garb of democracy a ghost of 
oppression has been dancing, mistakenly considered the so-called 
“beautiful fairy of independence”. He observed inter alia that the sole 
function of Western democracy is to exploit the poor in the interest of the 
 




rich. According to him, institution and civilization built upon secular 
democracy can never be sound and best. Iqbal pointed out the defects of a 
narrow concept of dialectical materialism and capitalistic Western 
democracy, and according to him class war is the result of Western 
Democracy whereas justice and harmony are the result of Islamic 
democracy. Islam does not allow to deal with others unjustly, nor does it 
allow to be dealt with unjustly. Iqbal cautioned that democracy was a coat 
which several European countries discarded after trial and which a 
number of Asiatic countries have picked up to wear however ill fitted it 
may be. 
Having studied the result of secular democracy, the Western 
political philosophers themselves are convinced that democracy cannot 
achieve at all the purpose for which it is theoretically expected and they 
had to corroborate Iqbal’s view. 
England is considered to be the cradle of modern democracy- 
Professor Harold J Laski observed that one cannot understand the 
parliamentary system in Great Britain unless one recognizes that, beneath 
the appearance of democracy, this is the economic and social system it is 
intended to uphold. It was made by the owners of the instruments of 
production in the interest of their property, and the safeguarding of their 
 




conception of their rights is inherent in all the rules by which it moves. It 
has been compelled to confer the franchise upon the masses; it has been 
careful to maintain for property the substance of effective authority. 
Professor Laski further observed that these were not characteristics 
of Great Britain only; they are universal in capitalistic democracies. Some 
forces are compelling the consolidation of Republicans and Democrats in 
the United States as a party of property seeking to resist the invasion of 
its hitherto uncontrolled empire. Professor Harold Laski in his analysis of 
the conduct of the voters and the leaders in democracy in his book, 
Democracy in Crisis, observe that the decisions of the voters in choosing 
their Governors are influenced by considerations which escape all 
scientific analysis. Laski refers to Rousseau and observes that there is a 
vital truth in Rousseau’s taunt that electorate is free only at election and 
that freedom is but the prelude to a new domination; it cannot choose the 
representative it wants; it can only strike blindly against those at whom it 
feels a passing indignation. Every political conflict is the battle of two 
active minorities for the possession of the inert multitude. Bertrand 
Russell observes that when it is a democracy, the ordinary citizen has 
very little sense of political power. He does not decide what are to be 
issues in the election and he is not concerned with matters remote from 
 




his daily life, which are almost wholly outside his experiences, and his 
vote makes so small a contribution to the total that it is negligible. 
British statesman Sir Stafford Cripps in Democracy Up To Date is 
of the opinion that in fact democracy does not exist in any country to 
make an approach to achieve Government of the people, by the people 
and, for the people: and he further holds the view that Western European 
countries survive as democracies only in name. He points out that a 
democratic system is highly expensive and paying capacity of the 
candidate contributes a lot in getting a success in the election. Stafford 
Cripps having analyzed modern democracy as a system of Government 
says: “To all intents and purposes the British democracy is today 
accepting the dictatorship of the Prime Minister as substitute for its own 
actions. It is not necessary to review the very similar symptoms of 
democratic Government, which have made themselves apparent all over 
the world, in some places to a greater and in others to a lesser degree”.  
George Barnard Shaw (1856-1950) was of the view that democracy 
is constituted of by the votes of the incompetent many, for appointment 
of the corrupt few to run a bad government on a false slogan of public 
interest. In Man and Superman, under the heading “The Political Need 
for the Superman”, Shaw admits in an unambiguous way: “We have been 
 




driven to Proletarian Democracy by the failure of all the alternative 
systems. Democracy cannot rise above the level of human material of 
which its voters are made. When a Great Political movement takes place 
it is neither consciously led nor organized: the unconscious self in 
mankind breaks its way through the problem as an elephant breaks 
through a jungle. He has other interesting but wise views against Western 
brand of democracy. Secular World without studying Islam as a system of 
life and its form of Government concluded that each Government 
throughout the world is unsatisfactory. Winston Churchill sarcastically 
says that democracy is the least unsatisfactory. 
Critical Analysis of western Democracy: 
The western political Philosophers have pointed out the basic 
causes of failure of democracy. Edward Benes said: Success of 
Democracy requires an integrated society based on equality but he finds 
European society otherwise. Professor Laski in his article “The Internal 
Conditions of Democracy” observed that democracy might endure so 
long as men felt that they had great ends of life in common and the values 
they sought to realize were the same values. John Dewey in his article 
“Democracy” observes that democracy is now challenged as they never 
have been before. The main cause of failure of secular democracy, 
 




according to him, is that democracy had not become a part of the bone 
and blood of the people in their daily conduct of life. Democratic forms 
were limited to parliament elections and combats between the parties and 
that unless democratic habits of thought and action are part of the fibre of 
a people, political democracy is insecure. It cannot stand in isolation. It 
must be buttressed by the presence of democratic methods in all social 
relations. Having realized the failure of democracy in the United States of 
America, Walt Whitman in his article “Democratic Vistas” prescribes that 
to meet the situation in future, whole mass of American mentality, taste 
and belief should be changed and a new breath of life is to be introduced 
into national life affecting politics for more than the popular superficial 
suffrage, accomplishing a religious and moral character beneath the 
political productive and intellectual bases of the states. 
The aforesaid pre-conditions for success of democracy as 
suggested by Edward Bens, Laski, John Dewey and Walt Whitman, 
though conspicuously absent in Western society are present in the Islamic 
society in their totality. Iqbal in other words had the same opinion Let us 








Islam and Social Democracy 
  The foundation of social democracy is laid on the concept of 
oneness of God (Tauhid) and unity of mankind as members of a single 
brotherhood. Islam established brotherhood and equality of man which 
are the basic ingredients of democracy. Quran declares that from out of 
one pair, mankind is created and from out of it countless men and women 
are scattered. It is further declared that mankind was created out of one 
male and one female and made into nations and tribes only for knowing 
each other ( not that they may despise each other); certainly the most 
honoured in the sight of God is he who is the most righteous. The Prophet 
(PBUH) in his farewell address also said, “O ye people, Allah says you 
are created from one male and one female and made into tribes and 
nations so that you could be identified. Verily in the sight of Allah, the 
most honoured is the one who is the most God fearing. There is no 
superiority for an Arab over a non-Arab and for a non-Arab over an Arab 
or for white over the black or for the black over the white, except in piety. 
All mankind is the progeny of Adam who was fashioned out of clay. 
Behold every claim of privilege whether that of blood or property, is 
under my heels.” Muslim Ummah is also compared with a building, by 
the Prophet, where each brick in co-operation with other bricks maintains 
and strengthens the building. The brotherhood of Muslims is also 
 




compared with a human body. If one part feels pain, the rest also react 
(Al-Hadith). The social status of each human being along with 
ideological goal of life is same which was preached and practised in 
Islam. The Prophet (PBUH) took the lead not only to free the slaves but 
also to establish them with social prestige and dignity. Even during the 
Meccan period Hazrat Khadijatul Qubra(RA) spent her wealth on this 
programme, Zaid on being freed was taken as member of their family and 
married to Zainab, cousin of the Prophet (Peace be upon Him).  
  In the context of the failure of other religious and manmade isms, 
modern world craves for a proper and practical guideline to solve human 
problems and to foster brotherhood and toleration to establish peace. 
Islam alone can take the leadership to fulfil the expectation of the world 
community and save mankind. Even the Western non-Muslim scholars 
and Orientalists admit that Islam alone can give proper guidance in this 
respect. One of the renowned sociologists, A.J. Toynbee, in Civilization 
on Trial observes: the extinction of race consciousness as between 
Muslims is one of the outstanding moral achievements of Islam and in the 
contemporary world; it is conceivable that the spirit of Islam might be the 
timely reinforcement which would decide this issue in favour of tolerance 
and peace. Having considered the merit of Islam for the solution of world 
problems, Toynbee invoked Islam in the following terms: “If the present 
 




situation of mankind were to precipitate for peace, Islam might be moved 
to play her historic role once again”. On study of Islam he was amazed 
with regard to brotherhood in Islam and observed: that when the Ideology 
of the brotherhood of men fired from the cannon mouth of Islam, it set 
the whole world ablaze. And he was highly convinced that Islam was the 
only framework within which the hopes and aspirations of mankind can 
be fulfilled. Islamic society by itself is a democratic one as such is an 
appropriate and a fertile field to facilitate the growth and development of 
political and economic democracies. 
The economic system of Islam is an integral part of the religion 
within its own framework. The economic system of Islam has an 
inseparable relationship with political, judicial, legal, cultural and social 
systems of Islam. And all these branches are fundamentally based on the 
moral foundation of Islam. So its economic scheme functions in 
collaboration with other branches of Islam, a complete code of life, for 
achieving the highest benefit for mankind in a balanced way. Islam, 
through the concept of ownership of God and specific economic scheme, 
not only forbids capitalism and exploitation but also ensures equitable 
distribution of wealth. Ownership of property, according to Islam, lies 
with God as political and legal sovereignty lies with Him: to Him belongs 
what is in the heavens and on earth and all between them and all beneath 
 




the soil. The Islamic economic system is based on the concepts of 
ownership of God, Khilafat, fraternity and trusteeship of men, His 






























فا تجلی ا ناسر دجوو ار
ت
ب 
تعمیر ہے کی ںوگر ترعما کے ںہاو تو کہ 
 کیخا پیکر یہ مگر یدخولیخا ہے سے  
شمشیر بے و رنگارز ،تو ہے منیا فقط 
Your light is mere reflection of European tradition 
You are four walls designed by her architects, 
A shell of dry mud with no tenant soul, 
An empty scabbard chased with flowery gild. 
 
In these verses of a poem it becomes clear that Iqbal sees worst 
impact of European empirical aptitude on modern young generation. 
Iqbal vehemently rejects the European model of personality development 
because it is devoid of real spiritual manifestation and is just based on the 
inculcation of empirical scientific approach in man. Essentially there was 
nothing wrong about empirical scientific outlook nor was it incompatible 
with religion. Both Bible and Quran speak of the subjugation of all nature 
to man’s service. What was, however, wrong with the denial of the 
existence of the divine supreme authority over nature and its 
phenomenon? Descartes was sceptical about everything except what 
could stand the empirical test and, like Newton, looked on the universe as 
a wholly understandable and explicable machine. “Give me the elements, 
 




and I will construct the universe”3 Voltaire revived the Aristotelian 
concept of God as the watchmaker who has nothing to do with the watch 
after having made it. Hume doubted even this innocuous conception of 
God and finally Nietzsche proclaimed him dead. 
All phenomenon relating to life and universe were interpreted in 
material terms. To Darwin man was merely an animal who has evolved 
like other animals and the belief in his being the crown of creation and 
the vicergent of God on the earth was consequently baseless”. Marx 
interpreted history in purely materialistic terms declaring the economic 
factor to be the only decisive factor determining the course of history. 
Freud shattered the beliefs in revelation and inspiration by bringing to 
light the unknown psychic zones and subjecting man to uncontrollable 
instinctive drives and reducing all art and all religion to attempt at desire 
accomplishment. Pavlov dealt the last blow by questioning the very 
existence of consciousness and mind itself, and declaring man to be mere 
body with no trace of the so-called soul or mind in him. Everything, on 
his view, could be explained in terms of the stimulus to and response 
from the nervous system. 
The implication of this materialistic philosophy for human life is 
quite obvious. It deprives man in one stroke of his essential worth and 
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grandeur. Even the theory of evolution puts a stop to man’s onward 
march and in Iqbal’s words, “It has brought despair and anxiety instead of 
hope and enthusiasm for life, in the modern world.”4 
Such a pessimistic view which robs the universe of all its 
significance and man of all his innate worth could not be acceptable to 
Iqbal. For him the universe that lies before us is neither absurd nor 
purposeless. No doubt, its purpose cannot be foreknown or predetermined 
as that would amount to restraining the freedom of the absolute Ego. In 
Iqbal’s view human self is to be distinguished from other objects of 
creation. Its relation with the absolute Ego is not the same as that of the 
other objects of the universe.  
Human self is thus a repository of God’s directive energy and has 
in it an extraordinary creative potential. It is not a mere passive recipient 
of the impression but affects and alters the external reality. The act of 
knowledge is a constitutive element in the objective reality. Being on the 
offshoot of the directive energy of God, human ego is free from the 
limitations of time and space capable of immortality. 
I conclude with a quotation of Iqbal which embodies his vision of a 
complete and harmonious personality: 
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     ےرغبا مشت زا کن اپید تنے    ےرحصا سنگیں زار
ت
ب محکم تنے 
  ار وا ہبدِ لد             ےشناآ درد      ےرہسا کو رکنا رد ےجو چو 
Create a body from a handful of dust, 
A body stronger than a fortress. 
In the midst of this body have sensitive heart, 
Pulsating like a streamlet in mountains. 
 
 
زاوآ کی کسرما لرکا 
یزابن ہمہر کی حکمت و علم یہِ'یشنما کی راتکر و بحث یہ  





خآ ہے کیا ہی کھار شمعا حکیم ےا میں  
 یشنما کی راد خم طخطوِ'یشنما کی راد کج و ر
 
کبمر  
جہا ِن  میں ںوکد 
ت بی کے بمغرِ'میں ںسورمد میں ںوکلیسا  
 تیچھپا ںاکنر
 
کبر ںخو کی سہو ہیںیشنما کی رعیا عقل  
The world does not like tricks and guiles of 
science and will not their contests 
This age does not like ancient thought, from core 
of hearts their shows detest. 
O wise economist the books you write are quite 
devoid of useful aim 
They have twisted lines with orders strange No 
warmth for labour though they claim. 
The idol houses of the West their schools and 
churches wide: 
The ravage caused for greed of wealth their wily 
wit attempts to hide 
 
 




In these verses, Iqbal has rejected the concept of communism that 
the establishment of a proletarian society is the solution of all problems. 
Iqbal rejects the very basic hypothesis of Karl Marx’s book Das Capital. 
  Before we embark on a study of Iqbal’s attitude towards socialism, 
it would be desirable to have a clear idea of what the term stands for. In 
course of its historical evolution, socialism has received varying 
interpretations. The concept of communism in the West is as old as 
Plato’s Republic (427-347 B.C). The utopian scheme of the Greek 
philosopher contemplated a class of specially trained citizens to govern 
the masses in their supposed interest. It was in essence an appeal for an 
oligarchy, for the majority of superficially free citizens would have 
nothing to do with the making of laws or execution of    Government; and 
slaves, in any event, were to be excluded from the sphere of rights and 
privileges. Mazdak appeared in about the year 487 A.D to preach a 
communist doctrine in Iran, in the East. 
By 1840 A.D., socialism was commonly accepted throughout 
Europe as connoting the doctrine that the ownership and control of the 
means of production: capital, land or property—should be held by the 
community as a whole and administered in the interest of all. 
5
 This type 
of socialism later came to be regarded as a transitional phase of 
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communism, the latter being sanctified by its sponsors as scientific 
socialism.
6
  The classic formulation of scientific socialism or communism 
is associated with the names of Karl Marx and his life-long friend and 
collaborator, Fredrick Engels, and its ostensible implementation in 
Russia, was the work of Lenin. For exemplification of the theoretical 
doctrine in practice, Russia is a good example to be seen primarily 
present in the consciousness of Iqbal in the context of Socialism. 
  Prof. Leonard Schapiro, while commenting on the 1961 
programme of the Russian Government, as published in the official 
“Foundations of Marxism-Leninism,” says that the determination of 
needs will still remain a function of Government. But in practice this 
system is unfounded. There seems to be force in Carew Hunt’s 
observation that “Russian socialism will never pass beyond state 
capitalism and all the talk of the disappearance of the state and of the 
future communal society in which men will work for the good of all, and 
coercion will no longer be necessary, is pure mythology.”7 He remarks 
that the communism war of 1919-22, reduced Russia to utter prostration 
and forced Lenin to return to private trading under “the New Economic 
Policy”: a measure condemned by many of his followers as retrospective.  
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Iqbal criticizes Karl Marx and his allied thinkers on various grounds 
which are even pointed by some Western critiques in the same or 
different lines. 
As one of the great scholars of Marxism, Milovan Dijlas, says, 
“Everything happened differently in the U.S.S.R and other communist 
countries from what the leaders even such prominent ones as Lenin, 
Stalin, Trotsky and Bukharin anticipated.” He thinks that the Russian 
system has given birth to new classes and especially to a bureaucratic 
ruling class, of which the revolutionary party forms the core and which 




Iqbal’s criticism to socialism is quite obvious from his writings and 
speeches. While in England: in connection with the Round Table 
Conference in 1931: Iqbal visited Cambridge, on the invitation of the 
International Muslim Association. Addressing the Association, Iqbal 
expressed the view that the Great War of 1914 was the consequence of 
the mistake committed by European thinkers in separating church and 
State, for the void thus created was filled up by atheistic materialism. He 
attributed the emergence of Bolshevism to the dichotomy of religion and 
state and advised young men to eschew materialism. 
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During Allama Iqbal’s life, some people had attempted to create 
the impression of Iqbal’s leanings towards communism, basing their 
arguments on some verses in favour of communism and its ideology. An 
Indian communist, Shamsuddin Hasan, commenting in the Zamindar of 
June 23, 1923 on the arrest of Professor Comrade Ghulam Hasan and his 
communist co-workers had said, “If supporting Bolshevik thought is a 
crime, our country’s greatest poet, Sir Muhammad Iqbal cannot escape 
legal action because the Bolshevik system of government is the essence 
of its political philosophy and Karl Marx’s (1818-83) philosophy is 
commonly called socialism and communism. In these circumstances, 
even a person of average intelligence will soon see by a careful study of 
Sir Muhammad Iqbal’s Khizr-i-Rah (The Journey’s Guide) and Payam-i-
Mashriq (The Message of the East), that  Iqbal is not only a communist 
but communism’s high priest. Immediately after the publication of this 
article, Allama Iqbal explained his principles in the daily Zamindar as 
follows: 
I am a Muslim and believe, on the basis of logical reasoning, that 
the Holy Quran has offered the best cure for the economic maladies of 
human societies. No doubt the power of capitalism is a curse if it exceeds 
the limits of the happy mean. But its complete elimination is not the right 
way for freeing the world from its evils as the Bolsheviks propose. To 
 




keep its power within reasonable limits the Holy Quran has prescribed the 
law of inheritance, prohibition of usury and the system of Zakat etc  and 
considering human nature, this is the only practical system. Russian 
Bolshevism is a strong reaction against the selfish and short-sighted 
capitalism of Europe. But in fact the European capitalism and the Russian 
Bolshevism are two extremes. The happy middle path is what the Holy 
Qur’an has shown to us. Iqbal further says: 
Islam does not exclude the power of capital from its economic 
system, but on account of its deep concern for human nature, maintains it 
and prescribes for us an economic system practising which would not 
allow its power everyone to transgress reasonable limits. I am sorry at the 
Muslims’ indifference towards studying the economic side of Islam; 
otherwise they would have appreciated the great blessing of Islam in this 
particular respect. I believe in the allusion to this blessing in  ۃمعنب متحبصاف
اناوخا, because the individuals of a nation cannot feel mutually fraternal 
relationship without equality among themselves in all respects, and this 
equality cannot be attained without establishing a social system aimed at 
containing the powers of capitalism within reasonable limits. Europe 
today is engulfed in troubles and tribulations by ignoring this. I sincerely 
wish that all nations of mankind frame laws in their respective countries 
aimed at restraining the power of capitalism within reasonable limits, 
 




thereby leading to the creation of the above equality. Also, I am sure that 
the Russian nation itself experiencing the shortcomings of its own present 
system will be obliged to incline towards a system whose basic principles 
will be either purely or approximately Islamic. In the present century, 
however laudable the economic ideals of Russians may be, their practical 
programme cannot win any muslim’s sympathy. The Muslims of India 
and other countries, which are very easily swayed by Western thought, by 
the study of Europe’s political economy, should make a deep study of the 
Holy Quran’s political economy. I am convinced that they will find the 
solution of their economic problem in this book. The Muslim members of 
the Lahore Labour Union should pay special attention to this. I have 
genuine sympathies with their aims and objectives but I hope that they 
will not adopt a course of action or ideology which will be contrary to the 
teachings of the Holy Qur’an”. This clarifies the following points: 
1. Allama Iqbal did not accept anything except Islam as an article of 
faith or philosophy of life and the Holy Qur’an is the source and 
centre of all his thoughts. 
2. Allama Iqbal considers unbridled capitalism as an abhorrence for 
the whole world. 
3. He rejects the use of Bolshevik system as a panacea for the evil 
effects of capitalism. 
 




4. He considers the Islamic laws of inheritance, prohibition of usury 
and institution of Zakat as very close to human nature for an 
effective protection against capitalism. 
5. Iqbal considers the Russian Bolshevism to be a forceful reaction 
against Europe’s selfish and short-sighted capitalism. Still he 
considers capitalism and Bolshevism as extremes, with the golden 
mean being the teachings of the Holy Qur’an. 
6. Islam does not exclude capital’s power from the economic system. 
To Iqbal, it is impossible to establish real fraternity between the 
individuals of a nation without economic equality. To achieve this 
equality the social system is imperative which would aim at 
containment of the forces of capitalism within reasonable bounds. 
7. The poet expresses his ardent desire that all human nations frame 
laws within their respective countries which would aim at 
establishing the aforesaid equality by containment of the forces of 
capitalism within reasonable bounds. 
8. The poet also predicts that “I am convinced that the Russian nation 
also, after experiencing the failures of their present system, will be 
compelled to incline towards a system whose basic principles will 
be purely or approximately Islamic”. 
 




9. The poet clearly says that “in the present conditions, however 
laudable the Russian’s economic ideals may be, their practical 
programme cannot win any Muslim’s sympathy”. 
10. The Muslims of India (Pakistan and India) as well as other 
countries, who are very easily swayed by Western thought, after 
studying Europe’s political economy, should make a deep study of 
the Holy Qur’an’s political economy. I am convinced that they 
would find the solution of their problems in this book. 
The purpose of the above explanations is to clarify Iqbal’s views 
about capitalism and communism with the help of his own statements, 
which leaves no doubt about his thoughts concerning these two systems. 
The question now remains as to why Iqbal lauded communism, Marx and        
Lenin so much. There are three basic reasons for this which follows: 
1. The first reason is psychological and political. The Indian sub-
continent as well as Islamic countries were under the capitalistic 
colonial system. The colonial system appeared invincible, and its 
defeat and destruction alone could free the Islamic world. When 
the defeat and destruction of this centuries-old capitalist colonial 
system started at the hands of Marx and Lenin, it naturally attracted 
the sympathy of Iqbal, who was disconcerted by capitalism’s 
 




colonial system, in that they had dealt an effective blow to this 
very huge monster of despotism, which was parading in the cloak 
of democracy, and which had demolished the spell of its 
invincibility. 
2. The second reason was that the inevitable result of the defeat and 
destruction of capitalism would not only be the freedom of the 
Islamic world from colonialism but that of the entire world from 
slavery. 
3. The third reason was that Iqbal was convinced that, resulting from 
the defeat and destruction of capitalism, Islam also would rise as an 
economic power along with communism. And that when the 
human race would experience the two extremes of individual 
ownership in capitalism and collective ownership in communism, 
it would appreciate the closeness of Islam’s middle path approach 
to human nature, and would be inclined to accept it. He believed in 
the rise of Islam with its economic system and the universal 
acceptance of it in the wake of the destruction of capitalism and 
disgust with communism. To him the creation of Pakistan was 
inevitable for this experiment in Islamic economics and was 
necessary to show the world an “old spectacle”. 
 




This was the background in which Allama Iqbal, while cautiously 
illuminating and praising the affirmative and positive aspects of the 
communist experiment, persuaded Muslims to benefit from it, though he 
also pointed out its negative aspects and warned them to guard 
themselves against its ill effects. 
A basic principle must be remembered that no system either 
deserves a complete rejection or uncritical acceptance in its entirety. 
Human nature loves extremism. It strays about between extremes, instead 
of adopting the mean. It was fascinated once by the Western system and 
then by communism. Very few people accept the positive aspects of both, 
considering them the lost heritage of the Mumin (believer in Islam), and 
discard the negative aspects on account of its ill effects. Iqbal 
commended the feeling of human compassion in communism, Marx and 
Lenin, and accepted their struggle for destroying the idol of capitalism. 
What appealed most to Iqbal was the elixir that communism proved to be 
for the cancer of the concept of national organization on the basis of 
colour, language and race in the capitalist system, and that it created, in 
Europe, the new concept of ideological nationhood. Islam itself shapes its 
nationhood on the ideology of Tauhid (monotheism). This concordance in 
thought between the two produced a soft corner for communism in 
Iqbal’s conscience. In other words, Iqbal viewed with pleasure the 
 




successes of communism against capitalism as the ground preparation for 
Islamic renaissance. At the very outset of the communist experiment, he 
predicted the arrival of the period when the meaning of the phrase would 
be revealed, i.e. between the two extremes of the communistic and 
capitalistic systems the human race will benefit from the concept of “or 
the middle of the road of Islam”.  
It is now evident that Iqbal praised communism in a limited sense 
and for a limited purpose. While viewing it in a broader sense and for 
broader purposes, he regarded it as deleterious and harmful to the human 
race and pointed to the Holy Quran as the only cure for social ills. We 
should view Iqbal’s sympathies with communism and his appreciation for 
Karl Marx and Lenin in the light of these facts. He often praised the 
positive aspects of communism. 
Iqbal has written many verses in praise of Karl Marx and Lenin. 
This is a tribute of approbation from him as well as a pointer to the fact 
that, in spite of attaining the climax of intellectual thought, establishing a 
rationalist system and writing a book aiming at curing human ills and 
misery, Marx is a Moses without divine guidance and is a Christ who was 
not crucified for a divine cause. While these verses exhibit extreme 
approbation for Marx, on the one hand, they also expose his deprivation 
from prophetic revelation and his lack of vision in spiritual values and 
 




ecstasy, on the other hand Marx has been called a materialistic prophet, 
i.e. one who was devoid of the exhilarating and life-giving revelations 
brought by Gabriel. Marx presumed materialistic equality to be the 
panacea for human ailments. Iqbal says that the roots of his (Marx’s) 
imagination have not penetrated the depths of his heart but are only 
floating in the baser existence, and though his sympathy for mankind may 
give the impression of a believer’s heart, his insight, being deprived of 
divine revelation, the system produced by him through the innovations of 
his intellect is not beneficial. Being deprived of the divine revelation, it is 
no more than the gleanings of an infidel mind. Consequently, Iqbal has 
said that the problem would not be solved by the proletariat’s control of 
government. On the contrary, the bourgeoisie would parade in the cloak 
of the proletariat, because the real revolution is more a change of the 
intrinsic feelings of the heart than that of the material resources and 
conditions. 
In “The Advisory Council of Satan”, where Satan and his advisors 
have been made to praise communism and Karl Marx, Satan himself does 
not consider communism as a danger to his satanic system (capitalism-
colonialism). This means that communism whose praises Satan’s advisors 
celebrate, in Satan’s opinion has lost its utility and importance. Actually, 
through Satan and his Advisors, Iqbal, by comparing communism and 
 




Islam, wants to make it clear that the creed of the human race of the 
future would be Islam and not communism, and that Islam and not 
communism would lead the world opinion. This will be so because if 
capitalism is the extreme of individualism, communism is the other 
extreme of anti-individualism and supports collectivism. Justice and 
fairplay are always in the middle path between two extremes and that is 
Islam. Hence, Islam is a rising power of the future and it has to shoulder 
the responsibility of the leadership of mankind. In other words, Iqbal 
pleads for Islam’s acceptance after rejection of communism. So, Satan 
rejects communism as a danger to his satanic system, and considers Islam 
and not communism as a challenge to his system as shown below: 
فطر 
ت
شدکا کو ںوںبانگر ن  ہے کیا نے تِ
ر
 
م تےہو نہیں سے نزسو کی منطق کی درفوِ
 کو مجھ ہیں 
ت
سکت ارڈ کب کیاشترا دگر چہکوِ
،مغز شفتہآ ،رگازور ںیشاپر یہ مو شفتہآِ





ی با ہے میں کسترخا کی جس وزرآِ
 تےآ نظر بتکا میں مقو سا لخا لخاہیں ہوِ
 ِشا ہیں تےکر  لمظا جو سے ہیگا سحر ضووِ
 طنابن شنور پہ جس ہے نتاجا ہے ماکناِ
ہے مسلاا ،نہیں ادر
 









The collars to which Nature has torn. 
The logic of Mazdak to them cant, darn 
How can frighten me the socialist lads, 
Since long jobless, confused and loafing fads 
From that nation but I feel a threat grave, whose 
heart yet holds embers of crave. 
A few of them I espy in this nation yet, 
At dawn that make wuzu with tear drops jet. 
He knows on whom hidden times are bright 
That Islam not Mazdak is the future’s fright. 
 
So as far as the capitalist system is concerned, it is evident from 
Iqbal’s political works that he was against capitalism and considered it 
contrary to Islam. Iqbal was pleased with communism because it had 
annihilated the tyranny of capitalism. However, in spite of all its 
goodness, he considered communism harmful and destructive for 
mankind. He believed that Russia itself would eventually relinquish this 
system and would come close to the basic economic concepts of Islam. 
The fast retreat of China and Russia from communism and Marxism is a 
step towards the first stage of Iqbal’s prediction. A conflagration of the 
buried sparks in Muslim Turkistan will not be surprising, and Russia, 
being faced with a new commotion may move towards a system which 
will be Islamic or very close to it. 
Western colonization of Asian and African countries, which 
included the Muslim world, was no exception to the usual process of slow 
 




but sure intellectual death of the colonized people. Iqbal was quick to 
realize this and focussed his entire genius on counteracting this influence. 
Western political, economic and social norms started capturing the 
imagination of the Muslim youth who were being exposed to the ideology 
of the West through western education. Materialism and capitalism were 
the very foundations of this thought. Islamic thought and Quranic 
teachings were being slowly but surely effaced, partly by the efforts of 
the colonizers and partly by our own indifference. The deleterious effects 
of this change were being felt by the conquered Muslim nations. When 
communism appeared as an adversary of capitalism after World War I: it 
had a great appeal to Muslims. Iqbal brought home to the Muslim 
intelligentsia that both these systems were man-made and equally harmful 
and that Islam was the only correct system. This has been amply shown in 
the foregoing discussion. Iqbal went farther than condemning the above 
systems. He explained at great length the blessings of a system based on 
divine revelation as compared with man-made systems. His works are 










  A society exists wherever living beings enter into a willed 
relationship with one another. The good of any society is nothing beyond 
the good of its individuals. A society exists only in relation to its 
individuals. If we claim to pursue any social ideal which is indifferent to 
the good of its individuals, then certainly our pursuit will be a wild goose 
chase. It was on the basis of some faulty conceptions of the relationship 
between the individual and the society that certain harmful theories about 
the nature and function of state were formulated and practised. To Hegel, 
a state possessed some mystic and independent sovereignty which 
individuals did not possess and which they should in no case defy. 
Rousseau asserted that people, as sovereign, cannot err, though as 
individuals they do go wrong. As a logical consequence of such views, 
we find Comte and Fichte advocating complete self denial on the part of 
individuals for the sake of society. According to Fichte, there is a single 
virtue, viz, to forget oneself as an individual. To reduce individuals to the 
level of mere means for the welfare of society does not seem to be good. 
Kant took every individual as an end in himself and not as mere means. 
Nietzsche, on the other hand, sought to elevate the individual. According 
to him, society is the cunning device of the weak to bind the strong. 
 




Contrary to what Comte and Fichte taught, he advocated that individuals 
should throw off the oppression which society imposed on them. 
In Iqbal’s view, the harmonious growth of an individual is not 
possible without society. Social relations are not nets in which personality 
is enmeshed but are rather functions of the personality of each individual. 
There exists no opposition between the individual and society. 
Individuals are all social individuals and their good is the good of the 
society. Social relation is not something external to the individuals. It is 
not like couplings which join the railway carriages. The individual is the 
real of society and the value and worth a of society consists in the extent 
to which its individuals realize their personalities in it. Individuality and 
society are not mutually exclusive. They collectively determine the 
growth of one another. Iqbal therefore was interested not only in the 
growth of individuals; but also growth or evolution of an ideal society.   
Iqbal attached a great importance to society, for it is in the society 
where individuals develop their personalities. In spite of that, he did not 
overlook the worth and power of individuals in making a society. To him, 
individuals are the basic unit of society. Every society is constituted by 
and organized through individuals. He was not in favour of a society 
where the rights and freedom of the individuals were suppressed and their 
 




worth was underestimated. Unlike Hegel and Marx, Iqbal did not 
consider any society as a super personal entity whose strength and 
integrity are far more important than the rights and freedom of the 
individuals. He writes: “The ultimate fate of a people does not depend so 
much on organization as on the worth and power of individual men. In an 
over organized society the individual is altogether crushed out of 
existence”9. To him, therefore, individuals are no less important than the 
society to which he belongs. It is, however, interesting to note that while 
Iqbal attempted to maintain a balance between the individual and the 
society, his view seems to give greater stress on the rights and freedom of 
the individual. 
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